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English summary
In Denmark no systematic scrutiny of science news exists. In fact, analyses of science
coverage in small media markets in general are limited. Instead, myths about the degeneration of science journalism are plentiful. In this project the aim is to map the ecosystem of Danish science news in the past and present in order to nuance the debate about
the future of science journalism as well as inject regional insights into the Anglo-American
dominated field of science communication.
The overriding question driving this project is: where does science news come from?
To answer it I examine the sources and triggers for science news in four articles: A
comparative study of Danish science news in 1999 and 2012, a comparative study of
Danish and UK science news, a study of the influence of science blogs on news framing,
and a comparative study of elite and popular science coverage.
The theoretical foundation is the evolving medialization of science, which envisions a
more diverse, egalitarian, intense, and controversial mass media science coverage. The notion of an ecosystem is inspired by Lewenstein’s web model, which emphasizes a chaotic
web of interactions within the domain of science communication. In this project I speculate that the arrival of online media tools have intensified the features related to
medialization, but that they have to be differentiated according to cultural settings and
media traditions.
Methodologically, I collected 693 science news articles from a specific November
week in 1999 and 2012. This sample was later supplemented with 355 British science news
articles. All were subjected to quantitative content analysis. Additional empirical data were
also collected for the studies on science blogs and popular science coverage.
Summarizing the conclusions, present day science news is ubiquitous. From its
beginnings on “miracle pages” in elite newspapers, science news has spread to more widely
read online and tabloid outlets, thereby embracing new recipients of science reporting.
The ecosystem is expanding and existing interactions have intensified. However,
there is evidence of some streamlining with less original reporting and more articles
triggered by journal articles. The medialization, therefore, seems to predominantly consist
of a push effect of science news material from scientific institutions, rather than a pull
effect from independent journalistic watchdogs. The public sphere is saturated with science
news, but whether quantity alone can democratize science is a topic for future research.

Danish summary
Der findes ingen systematiske studier af videnskabsnyheder i Danmark. Faktisk er analyser
af videnskabsdækning i små mediemarkeder generelt begrænsede. I dette projekt er målet at
kortlægge danske videnskabsnyheders økosystem for at nuancere debatten om fremtidens
videnskabsjournalistik samt tilføre regionale indsigter til den anglo-amerikansk dominerede
forskning i videnskabskommunikation.
Det altoverskyggende spørgsmål i projektet er: hvor kommer videnskabsnyheder fra?
For at svare på det undersøger jeg kilder og udløsende begivenheder til videnskabsnyheder
i fire artikler: Et komparativt studie af danske videnskabsnyheder i 1999 og 2012, et komparativt studie af danske og britiske videnskabsnyheder, en undersøgelse af videnskabsblogs’ indflydelse på nyhedsframing og et komparativt studie af elite- og tabloiddækning af
videnskabsstof.
Det teoretiske fundament er tesen om en medialisering af videnskaben, som forårsager en mere forskelligartet, egalitær, intens og kontroversiel videnskabsdækning. Idéen om
et økosystem er inspireret af Lewensteins web-model for videnskabskommunikation, der
beskriver et kaotisk net af interaktioner mellem aktører. Jeg argumenterer for, at nytilkomne online medieværktøjer har forstærket forskellige trends ved medialisering, men at
disse skal differentieres i forhold til forskellige regionale kulturer og medietraditioner.
Metodisk har jeg indsamlet 693 videnskabsnyhedsartikler fra en bestemt uge i
november i 1999 og 2012. Denne samling blev senere suppleret med 355 britiske videnskabsnyheder. Herefter blev en kvantitativ indholdsanalyse udført. Yderligere empirisk data
blev også indsamlet til undersøgelserne af videnskabsblogs og tabloiddækning.
Den sammenfattende konklusion lyder, at videnskabsnyheder i dag er allestedsnærværende. Fra at være "mirakel-sider" i elitære printaviser, har videnskabsnyheder spredt
sig til mere folkelige medier som online- og tabloidaviser og derved eksponeret nye
segmenter for videnskabsjournalistikken. Økosystemet udvider sig, og eksisterende interaktioner forstærkes. Men der er også tegn på en vis strømlining med færre originale nyheder og hyppigere brug af tidsskriftsartikler. Medialiseringen af videnskaben synes derfor
overvejende at bestå af en push-effekt fra videnskabelige institutioner, snarere end en pulleffekt fra uafhængige journalistiske vagthunde. Den offentlige sfære er mættet med
videnskabsnyheder, men om kvantitet alene kan demokratisere videnskab er et emne for
fremtidig forskning.
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Preface
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part provides an introduction to the historical, theoretical, and methodological insights guiding the research project. Here, I elaborate
on the history of science communication research as well as science journalism, and
provide a literature review of the field. I also discuss the recent perception of a crisis in
science journalism, which motivated the project.
The second part consists of four independent research articles. These articles are the
main content of the thesis and provide novel conclusions and perspectives about the state
of science news. Each includes unique empirical data and analyses, but is rooted in the
same ecosystem paradigm. Three of them also include identical sampling and coding.
Lastly, the thesis is summed up in a conclusion and perspective chapter, which also
suggests paths for future research.
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PART ONE
INTRODUCTION

Aims and outline
It’s always someone’s fault. When a boy ends up a drug addict it’s the parent’s fault. When
temperatures are rising it’s the greenhouse gas emitters’ fault. When people are unemployed
it’s the foreigners’ fault for stealing their jobs. When a football team is losing it’s the
coach’s fault. When science news is exaggerated, distorted, inaccurate, or broadly speaking
just hyped it’s the journalist’s fault. Blaming the most visible and easily accessible player is
convenient but rarely provides any answers to the underlying mechanisms.
My motivation for engaging in a PhD project about the ecosystem of science news
was the frustration as a science journalist to constantly be the target of unspecified and undocumented critique. Often, non-science communication specialists would spontaneously
complain about the deterioration of science journalism. At first I supported the accusations
and during my master’s thesis my goal was actually to disclose and document the inaccurate
and flawed science coverage in the mass media, but I failed. Instead I realized that targeting
science journalism research from within an accuracy paradigm was fundamentally flawed.
As I scrutinized the existing literature and became aware of the Public Understanding of
Science literature and later the Public Engagement with Science tradition I realized that
there was an ontological gap between the worldviews of the science journalism critics and
science journalism researchers. Between them is a field mined with myths and empirical
blind spots.
This perhaps trivial epiphany of mine was the motivation for starting to explore the
sources and triggers for science news in order to analyze and discuss the interactions
between gatekeepers within the entangled web structure of modern mass media science
communication.

Project outline
The title of the project is simply “Where does science news come from?” In Denmark, no
systematic quantitative study of science news exists, which hinders the debunking of myths.
In a Danish and partly also an international context it has been claimed that the amount of
science news in the mass media is declining and that science coverage is given low priority.
However, so far no longitudinal or other quantitative studies have confirmed this trend,
and, on the contrary, according to scholars the amount of science coverage in the mass
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media is suspected to be increasing. Most studies are over a decade old, and none take into
account the effects of the booming online services available to science journalists such as
press release databases, most notably the US based EurekAlert! and the European AlphaGalileo, as well as email press packages from journals, specialized science online media like
ScienceNews, LiveScience, and the Conversation together with special online science
sections in many traditional newspapers. Hence, today there is an abundance of readymade science news available to desktop working science journalists. The effects of these
changing work conditions on news content are poorly examined empirically (Hansen,
2009).
The literature on science reporting is also heavily biased towards Anglo-American
contexts. Schäfer in a review article found 62 % of all studies on science communication to
be conducted in either the USA or the UK (Schäfer, 2010). This project hopes to inject findings from a small media market like Denmark into the growing science communication
literature in order to expand the geographical scope of scholarly discussions on science
journalism trends.
The outline of this project was therefore to perform a contemporary quantitative
analysis of science news in a small media market inspired by the Danish research project
“A Newsweek in Denmark” (Lund, 2013; Lund, Willig, & Blach-Ørsten, 2009) and taking
into account the influence of the World Wide Web. Methodologically, the analysis was to
focus on mapping and tracking sources and triggers for science news as they manifest
themselves in science news articles. From this groundwork study a number of spin-off
projects would be carried out, which were to further investigate and supplement trends
found in the mapping of the Danish science news ecosystem. Firstly, I compared the
findings from Danish science news with UK science news to determine if the trends could
be explained culturally due to the intimate relationship between science practitioners,
politicians, and journalists in Denmark. Secondly, I qualitatively elaborated on the influence
of new Internet features such as science blogs on news content and conducted a detailed
case study of how a specific story was processed in the ecosystem. I therefore conducted a
framing analysis of the coverage of the 2010 NASA study on arsenic-based life. I focused
on the role of blog information in transforming media frames and compared the swiftness
and uncontrollable spread of blog information to grapevine communication in organizations. Thirdly, I conducted a comparative quantitative and qualitative study of science
coverage in the elite and popular press to further investigate the finding that science
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coverage is growing in the Danish tabloids. In total, four individual research articles
together constitute the empirical work of this thesis, each with a set of aims and research
questions which I will elaborate on below.
Theoretically, the project is inspired by the idea of a medialization of science first
introduced in the literature by Weingart (2001). Medialization endorses the ontological view
that science is not merely popularized and translated from the scientific community to the
public but discussed and questioned within complex communication networks (Schäfer,
2009). Medialization also rests on empirical evidence for a more extensive, plural, egalitarian, and controversial science coverage in the mass media, and is normatively inspired by
the differentiation between Public Understanding of Science (PUS) and Public
Engagement with Science (PES). In short, science has entered a media age, where science
is politicized and discussed in the mass media and among the public, simultaneously with
an upgrading in PR activities among scientific institutions to secure public legitimization.
In order to conceptually define the ecosystem of science news this project also
embraces the web model of science communication developed by Lewenstein (1995). The
web model offers a framework to explain how gatekeepers influence each other with a
series of feedback effects in an unstable, chaotic environment. However, the web model is
inherently difficult to apply to quantitative studies of media texts and can only serve as a
guiding, ontological concept. Instead, elements of Rogers’ (2003) diffusion theory are
visible in the methodological approach in the project since diffusion theory provides more
tangible tools for investigating the flow of news between stakeholders.

Aims and research questions
The overall aim of the project is to map the ecosystem of science news by tracking triggers
and sources. The purpose is to fill a knowledge gap in the debates about science news and
science journalism with quantitative data. Overall it is my hope that this project will qualify
the debate about how to improve science journalism by pinpointing week spots in the ecosystem and mapping trends previously overlooked.
As mentioned above the groundwork is a comparative study of Danish science news.
I collected all print and online science news from national Danish newspapers in a specific
November week in 1999 to 2012 for comparison. The aim of this study was to compare
quantity, length, triggers, sources, academic fields covered, and geographical origin of
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science news before and after web-searching, social media, and online media became pervasive in professional journalism. How have the sources and triggers for science news
changed from pre-internet science journalism to post-internet science journalism? And has
the amount of science in the newspapers grown as previous studies have insinuated? Has
the length of articles and the number of sources in science news changed? Answering these
questions gives an overview of Danish science news, which has been lacking.
The comparative study of Danish science news showed how science news has spread
from elite newspapers to online news sites and tabloids in 2012. Science news is also
becoming more international and politicized, though the overall amount of science news in
the newspapers remains stable. These findings are largely supported by previous research
but the Danish ecosystem is also culturally dependent, and certain trends could be caused
by the documented intimate relationship between science, politics, media, and the public in
Denmark. Therefore, the aim of the second study was to compare the 2012 sample with
UK science news collected from the same week. Does size matter? Does the size and
structure of the science news ecosystem affect the content? Of course the interpretation
from manifested traits in science news content to cultural context should be done with
caution, as causal links cannot be proven. Still, the study contributes to the ongoing critique
of the geographical constraints in science journalism studies, with a focus on AngloAmerican countries, and the risk that this distorts knowledge about science news trends.
For example, the study provided valuable cross-country insight in showing that UK science
news is more traditional in the sense that the entanglement of politics and science was not
as strong as in the Danish sample, whereas the internationalization of science was more
prevalent in the UK. In fact, very few cross-country alignments were found, two of them
being the seemingly universal percentage of science coverage at 3-5 %, and the abundance
of tabloid science news.
The third study investigated the trend that science news online is becoming more
streamlined as more science news is copied from other, often international, media outlets.
Also, science journals are becoming an increasingly dominant trigger for science news. I
wanted to qualitatively elaborate on these trends by conducting a case study. There is
already a niche within science communication to use controversies and scandals to unmask
underlying communication structures. I was inspired by this tradition to conduct a framing
analysis of the 2010 online media coverage of the study on arsenic-based life first published
in the journal Science. As I browsed through the material it became evident how science
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blogs influenced the coverage and I decided to focus more specifically on the emerging
science blogging community and how this online trend affects science news. I was advised
to compare science blogs to gossip and informal communication as it is outlined in
grapevine communication theory. The aim of this study was to show the extent to which
these informal communication structures can influence news frames. Gossip and rumors
within science communication have been unknown territory, but with the arrival of online
blogs and social media these hidden, informal channels suddenly become public, and
therefore can catch the attention of journalists and science communication researchers.
The study showed how informal communication sources dominated the online media
coverage of the arsenic-based life finding before, during, and after the finding was made
public.
The fourth study also explored an area of science communication, which has
received little attention: science coverage in the popular press. The aim of this study was to
remove the stigma from the popular press as irrelevant in science communication studies
especially in times of medialization. The availability of ready-made online material often
sensationally framed could appeal to tabloid culture and result in a more intensified and
egalitarian reporting than seen in elite papers. Through a quantitative and qualitative comparison of elite and popular science news I found that indeed there are hints that
medialization trends are the strongest in online tabloids, as they eagerly publish science
news triggered by journal articles but at the same time de-emphasize the authority of
scientific institutions.

Introduction to science communication
research
This PhD project is theoretically rooted in the science communication research tradition.
The field is relatively new and established itself academically in the early 1960s (Gascoigne
et al., 2010), branching out from sociology and philosophy of science, and taking inspiration from media and journalism studies.
In order to analyze an ecosystem of science news it is of course crucial to identify the
actors and interactions involved in such a dynamic and fluctuating system, as well as the
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different theoretical approaches that have shaped such concepts. Therefore, I will firstly
give a chronological overview of the history of science communication with an emphasis
on the dominating science communication models. This will be followed with an introduction to the contemporary trends that have influenced this project. Note that the
historical construction of models is based on differentiation and not replacement. Novel
models always stand on the shoulders of their predecessors, and often supplement
contemporary ideas instead of scrapping them altogether. It is also necessary to emphasize
that I use models as explanatory frameworks to give an overview of the research traditions
influencing the field. Some are descriptive and some normative, but my focus is the
underlying ontological concepts guiding academia within different theoretical paradigms.

The legacy from communication models
“Communication is the essence of science!” exclaimed Francis Crick, who together with
James Watson discovered the DNA double helix structure in 1953. He was trying to make
the point, that because the first X-ray image of DNA, photo 51, had to be made public
according to the scientific codex, Crick and Watson could benefit from it, and the image
ultimately led them to their groundbreaking discovery (Garvey, 1979). On a tangent,
though, photo 51 is the center of controversy, as the two Nobel laureates never got permission from the creator of the image, Rosalind Franklin, to view it (Maddox, 2003).
Information theft or not, communication was recognized as a central endeavor within the
scientific enterprise.
Historically, sociologists of science turned their attention towards the influence of
communication practices on the diffusion of new scientific knowledge after being inspired
by decades of general media studies. These studies were sparked by technological improvements in long distance and mass communication combined with sociological insights in the
1940s (Gregory & Miller, 1998; Lewenstein, 1995).
Out of the technological mass communication boom in the first half of the 20th
century with radio and TV transmission – interestingly enough led forward by scientific
discoveries – two simultaneously dominant models evolved, which founded media studies
and later science communication studies.
The first was a mechanical model derived from the transmission of messages via
phone lines and conceived at the US telephone research institution Bell Laboratories by
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Shannon and Weaver in 1948 (Shannon & Weaver, 1948). The components were directly
analogical to the process of carrying out phone conversations and consisted of the
following: “information source”, “transmitter”, “signal”, “noise source”, “received signal”,
“receiver”, and “destination”. The focus of the research was to eliminate electromagnetic
noise, which would distort the transmitted message.
The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either
exactly or approximately a message selected at another point. (Shannon & Weaver, 1948)

The model was appropriately called the Shannon and Weaver model. It founded a
paradigm of viewing communication as a transmission process where information spreads
from sender to receiver. This paradigm still prevails today and is dominant in science
communication (Leach, Yates, & Scanlon, 2009).

Figure 1: Shannon and Weaver model

The emerging political science movement at the Chicago School prior to the Second World
War provided a more theoretical and philosophical approach to communication. The
scholars here perceived mass media as a necessary technological tool in the development of
democracy as it facilitated debates between voters and politicians. One of the major
research topics at the Chicago School was propaganda studies, which were based on the
assumption that political messages would have direct effects on the audience and hence
nurture behavioral changes (Sproule, 1989). This philosophical approach gave rise to a
communication model called Laswell’s model of communication, which asks the question:
Who, Says What, In Which Channel, To Whom, With What Effect? The question was
based on the components “communicator”, “content”, “media”, “audience”, and “effect”
(Lasswell, 1948). The key argument emerging from propaganda studies that media messages directly affect the audience has since been criticized and given the unflattering title of
the magic bullet theory (Sproule, 1989).
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Among the first to empirically examine the media effect theory was Lazarsfeld and
his research team. They monitored voters in the presidential election in 1940 in the state of
Ohio, USA, and the results showed that radio and print media had little direct effect on
people’s opinion. The audience mostly selected the media that already supported their
candidate. Instead, the largest effects where seen when the most media interested people
passed on media messages to less media interested friends and family (Drotner, Jensen,
Poulsen, & Schrøder, 2004; Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1948). Lazarsfeld and
colleagues then introduced the limited effects model to conceptualize these results.
The unification of the Shannon and Weaver model and the growing field of effect
studies initiated by Lasswell and Lazarsfeld resulted in the Source-Message-ChannelReceiver (SMCR) model published by David Berlo (1960). Its components are similar to
Lasswell’s “communicator”, “content”, “media”, “audience”, and “effect” but, despite the
simplistic title of the SMCR model, it also incudes 20 subcategories such as “culture” and
“social systems”, which are rooted in Lazarsfeld’s findings that the context of communication influences the degree of media effects. The SMCR model was the foundation for
many future models in both general communication studies and science communication
studies (Lewenstein, 1995; Lievrouw, 1988). Especially, the SMCR model offered a “flow”
approach to communication that was conveniently adopted by early science
communication scholars who set out to quantitatively explore the diffusion of science from
the research community to the public (Lievrouw, 1988).

Figure 2: Berlo's SMCR model

Although different in origin, all these models have one thing in common: the one-way
approach to communication in which a message is transmitted from a specific starting
point to a passive receiver. The audience either accepts or rejects the media messages but
they have no influence on the content itself. Even initial Uses and Gratification theory,
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(UGT) which was developed in the 1940s in opposition to propaganda studies by asking
not what the media do to the audience but what the audience do with the media, assumes
that the media consumption by the audience is predictable and measurable based on the
content (Drotner et al., 2004). This unidirectional and positivistic ontology of communication was challenged in the 1960s by a more participatory and public engagement
approach. Interestingly, though, science communication only decades later acknowledged
this differentiation.
The participatory shift was influenced philosophically by the German Frankfurter
School and the development of critical theory within political science, mostly attributed to
Adorno and Habermas (Trench, 2008). Particularly, Habermas criticized the commercialization of mass media, which disrupted the public space wherein enlightened and reasoning
citizens could participate in political deliberative conversations. The public space became
media dominated instead of encouraging open and independent debates (Habermas, 1962).
Habermas’ view on citizens as active negotiators of meaning instead of passive receivers
was, however, normative and not empirically based.
The legacy from critical theory was a more nuanced view on the audience as interpreters of information and new models based on inter-social factors emerged. One of the
most cited is Stuart Halls’ encoding-decoding model (Hall, 1973), which is influenced also
by structuralism, psychoanalysis, Marxism, and the linguistic turn in mid-20th century. The
model proposes a view on media messages as encrypted by the sender according to the cultural and structural contexts, which in turn requires decoding by the receiver in different
contexts. In short, messages are always encoded with different kinds of meaning, which are
then interpreted based on the receiver’s cultural background, economic standing, and
personal experiences (Drotner et al., 2004). The meaning extrapolated can, therefore be
very different from that intended by the sender. The SMCR model also includes elements
of encoding-decoding but unique to Hall’s model is the cultural and structural approach,
which separates the sender from the receiver and emphasizes the interpretive process by
which the active recipients make sense of messages (Drotner et al., 2004).
Later, with the emergence of social constructivism in sociology and media studies the
process of constructing meaning was expanded to include inter-personal factors. Media
messages would now be socially constructed and only gain meaning when shared (Drotner
et al., 2004). This is not to say, that social constructivism is the ruling theoretical framework within contemporary media studies, but it is the latest empowering step in a process
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from viewing the audience as passive receivers to media message creators. Still, few scholars would argue that news is solely a social construct in the sense that there is no objective
reality to be reported on.
This abridged history of communication and media studies should not be viewed as a
series of conflicting and competing traditions replacing each other but an evolution of
paradigms from a simple, mechanical and quantitative approach to a more qualitative and
interpretive approach. After all, the Shannon and Weaver model is still considered the
“mother of all models” (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005).

Early science communication: Science rhetoric and diffusion
When science communication emerged the field relied heavily on the existing mass media
communication models (Lewenstein, 1995).
As mentioned above, communication as an independent field of research in science
studies gained attention in the 1960s as sociologists began to investigate the social factors
surrounding science. It dawned on pioneering researchers such as Garvey, that communication was a fundamental part of the process of establishing a literature of scientific
knowledge (Garvey, 1979; Lewenstein, 1995). A model similar to the early transmission
model SMCR was soon evolved by Garvey based on several empirical studies (Garvey,
1979). In line with the SMCR model, Garvey’s model descriptively maps the flow of
information through the scientific community, while neither the mass media nor the public
feature in the model. Though the model at first glance resembles a stakeholder analysis
without a sociological context, Garvey emphasizes the psychological elements in science
communication. Hence, motives, skills, experience, habits, and personality traits influence
the exchange of information, especially between individual researchers (Garvey, 1979).
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Figure 3: Garvey's science communication model
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Like the divergence between the mechanical-empirical and the theoretical approach to
communication in the 1940s, science communication also experienced a branching of
ideas. Theoretically some researchers followed a science rhetoric tradition while others
concentrated on diffusion theory.
Science rhetoric as a tradition arose in the 1970s, and at its core it argues that
scientific ideas are the product of a persuasion process. Instead of focusing on proofs and
facts the proponents of science rhetoric value the heuristic methods of debate and
discussion. This rhetoric turn can therefore be seen as a break with the positivistic view on
science, which had dominated philosophy of science in the first half of the 20th century
(Simons, 1990).
Indeed, it is now argued that the entire process of inquiry, far from being a fully rule-bound
process as the positivists had hoped or supposed, is, at all stages, underdetermined by rules,
it is dependent, therefore, on individual and communal judgments. (Simons, 1990)

The quote from Simons highlights similarities between social constructivism, the linguistic
turn in social science, the emphasis by Habermas on deliberative conversations among a
rational enlightened public in order to reach consensus through arguments, and the science
rhetoric tradition, since all four highlight the conversational nature of science (Fuller &
Collier, 2003). Habermas, however, based his philosophy of science more on Popper than
on Kuhn and Feyerabend, whereas the latter two were the favorites among science rhetoric
supporters (Fuller & Collier, 2003). Kuhn and Feyerabend more aggressively than Popper
abandoned positivism in favor of social constructivism.
Meanwhile the diffusion approach exhibited similarities to the transmission model
with its analyses of how technologies and ideas spread within social systems as they are
communicated through channels (Rogers, 2003). Rogers developed the theory in the 1960s
and it is therefore by no coincidence that it too shares its components with the SMCR as
the “message”, “channel”, and “receiver” can be understood as the “innovation”,
“communication channels”, and “social systems” in Roger’s model. The diffusion of
innovation, as the theory has been named, is still used as a framework within science
communication studies but has also been criticized for adopting a simplistic view on the
receivers and not acknowledging the influence of the social systems on the inventions
themselves, as Rogers himself has also recognized in later editions of his work (Rogers,
2003). The idea of viewing science news as triggered by specific events and then exchanged
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between actors in the ecosystem is based on diffusion theory, though I also acknowledge
that factors within the ecosystem affect the content.
Up until this point in history, science communication has been an infant field with
little structure or streamlining. Scholars are pioneers who borrow from existing fields
without a common ontological or epistemological framework. For example, the two
leading journals in science communication, Science Communication and Public Understanding of
Science, were not founded until 1979 and 1992 respectively (Schäfer, 2010).

From PUS to PES
A more established approach to science communication emerged in the 1980s, following
the publication of the Public Understanding of Science (PUS) report by the British Royal
Society in 1985. As the name suggests, this report examined the relationship between
science and the public (Schäfer, 2011). It was subsequently accompanied by surveys among
the public to acquire the current levels of scientific knowledge, and the results were
discouraging. The public was not interested in science, had inadequate knowledge about it,
and was skeptical towards science (Gregory & Miller, 1998; Schäfer, 2011). This led to
endeavors to heighten the level of scientific literacy among the public and a series of
dissemination programs followed (Schäfer, 2011). The reasoning behind these efforts,
especially those of the Royal Society and proponents of the emerging PUS movement, was
that the skepticism towards science was a consequence of the low level of scientific literacy.
Hence, if the public received more scientific information then its members would be more
positive towards science (Gregory & Miller, 1998).
The PUS report referred to the situation in the UK, but the scholarly concept of
wanting to enhance the knowledge of science among the public could also be found in the
post WW2 US research community (Lewenstein, 1992). While, more generally, the PUS
field of social research drew inspiration from the 1960s science literacy tradition that
emphasized the need for basic public understanding of scientific concepts (Bauer, 2009).
Despite the impact and success of PUS as a research tradition and framework for
investigating public attitudes towards science as well as nurturing the following boom in
the popularization of science, there is still no clear definition of PUS. Mostly, the
theoretical assumptions guiding the report and programs were derived afterwards by
outsiders and not explicitly pointed out in the original report. This has led some scholars to
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criticize the initial PUS proponents for lacking knowledge of the theoretical developments
taking place in the neighboring field of media studies, as well as ignoring groundwork in
the field of science communication. Such insight could have nuanced the conclusions
(Gregory & Miller, 1998).
Not surprisingly, therefore, the PUS tradition was assigned old fashion science
communication models centered on concepts such as diffusion, transmission, and translation by sociologists and historians of science who professionalized the field of science
communication in the 1980s (Hilgartner, 1990). Horst and Michael (2011) writes:
Traditional PUS subscribes to what can be called a typical diffusion model, in which
knowledge and information about science is supposed to be diffused from science via some
medium to an audience.

Similarly, Wynne, who was one of the first and strongest critics of PUS (Trench,
2008), states that the PUS movement rests on the faulty assumption that “[t]he public
opposed technologies like nuclear power because they misunderstood the ‘real’ risks as
known to science” (Wynne, 1995), and Schäfer (2011) describes how PUS views scientific
knowledge as superior to lay knowledg.
Most significantly was the assigning of a deficit model to the PUS tradition by critics
who opposed the paternalistic, educational, and linear approach to science communication
(Wynne, 1995). The deficit model describes how the lack of support for science is caused
by a knowledge gap in the population. It is a near relative of the diffusion model as both
view the audience as passive receivers of information (Bucchi & Trench, 2008).
The deficit model also shares similarities with the early transmission models such as
the magic bullet theory derived from effect and propaganda theories in media studies. Both
were already heavily critiqued in the 1960s and 1970s as highlighted above. In fact, media
studies was already influenced by critical theory and involved with dialogical and engagement models when PUS arrived (Trench, 2008).
The deficit model as a flawed approach followed from increasing empirical evidence
proving public understanding of science to be a dynamic and complex process not easily
reduced to a question of knowledge level. The deficit model was therefore introduced as a
way to discredit the foundation for PUS initiatives (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010; Schäfer,
2011; Wynne, 1995). Similarly, despite efforts spanning more than a decade to improve
scientific literacy follow-up surveys have repeatedly shown that the scientific literacy level
has remained almost the same among the public (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010).
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Another branch of critique against PUS came from the growing number of laboratory studies carried out in the 1970s and 1980s, which proved science to be a contextual
practice (Latour, 1988; Schäfer, 2011). These studies took into account the same social factors that Lazarsfeld and later Hall implemented in their models, such as economical, cultural, and personal beliefs. One of the pioneers of these laboratory studies, Latour, argued
that scientific ideas were shaped by different actors and networks in a translation process,
rather than being simply adopted or rejected (Latour, 1996). Scientific ideas, therefore, do
not spread because of their internal superiority but because they are evaluated and pushed
forward by human actors (Stehr, 2005).
In public debates, however, it is evident how the deficit model is still prevailing in the
sense that negative and anti science attitudes are attributed to a knowledge gap in the public. For example, Weingart notes that the belief that the public is a passive, ignorant audience receiving superior scientific knowledge simplified by the mass media ”[s]till has too
many supporters to be outdated” (Weingart, 2002). Also, contemporary scholars such as
Trench have questioned whether a dichotomy between the deficit model and the present
day focus on dialog pragmatically exists (Trench, 2008). Similarly, others have argued that
the legitimate empirical and normative criticisms of the model do not “sufficiently
problematize the deficit model to justify scrapping it altogether” (Sturgis & Allum, 2004).
Trench proposes a coexistence of the deficit and the dialog models in order to avoid
underestimating the “public appetite for information” (Trench, 2008).
The early PUS tradition and its inherent diffusion and deficit models (Trench also
include a defense and a marketing model as subcategories to the deficit model (Trench,
2008)) have therefore collectively been critiqued for emphasizing a linear one-directional
view on science communication as the transport of information from an enlightened scientific community to the ignorant lay audience. Out of this critique a new wave of science
communication models evolved to try and better comprehend the public understanding of
science (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010; Schäfer, 2011).
The new branch of PUS labeled critical PUS or ethnographic PUS (Horst & Michael,
2011) turned the assumptions ingrained in traditional PUS around in a similar way to how
UGT took a different approach to media in the 1940s. Critical PUS argued that:
[t]he problem is not so much that the public does not listen to science, but rather that science
does not understand the ways in which the public (in their many diverse and heterogeneous
forms) make sense of science, as well as produce relevant and useful knowledge in their own
right. (Horst & Michael, 2011).
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Paraphrasing UGT one could argue that critical PUS asked, “what does the public do with
science communication?” instead of the traditional “what does science communication do
to the public?” The normative deficit view on the audience was therefore replaced by a
critical look on the relationships between science, media, and culture in order to provide a
more sociological and anthropological view on the public’s opinion of science instead of
reducing it to a knowledge gap (Irwin & Wynne, 2004). Likewise, critical PUS was inspired
by Habermas and critical theory and emphasized public deliberation and a dialogical flow
of information between the public and the scientific community (Stilgoe, Wilsdon, &
Wynne, 2005).
The models that followed from critical PUS were plentiful and are still emerging.
Here, I will highlight the ones that led to the Public Engagement with Science (PES)
tradition. The evolution from PUS to PES is one of the most dominant paradigm shifts in
science communication (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010; Horst & Michael, 2011; Schäfer,
2009; Trench, 2008; Weingart, 1998).

The contextual model
The contextual model highlights how sociological and psychological schemas affect the
reception of scientific information (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010). Personal experiences
and social context such as work and family relations therefore influence how and what type
of scientific information is processed and accepted. The model is not based on social
constructivism but simply acknowledges how audiences are not empty containers but have
a mental luggage, which information creators or senders need to acknowledge in order to
achieve a successful acceptance of the message (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010; Wynne,
1995). As emphasized above, this contextual critique of the deficit model and consequential
model is very similar to Lazarsfeld’s critique of effect studies, which gave birth to the
limited effect model.
Two arenas where the contextual model was immediately embraced were health and
risk communication (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010). In these arenas, the idea that social
contexts could influence communication from experts to a lay audience had the potential
to provide a theoretical framework for explaining how risks perceived as minor among
experts were transformed into major public concerns (Kasperson et al., 1988).
The main thesis is that hazards interact with psychological, social, institutional, and cultural
processes in ways that may amplify or attenuate public responses to the risk or risk event.
(Kasperson et al., 1988).
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Underlying the contextual model, however, is a normative notion of wanting to align expert and public opinion of science. The ontological view on communication is not that
different from the deficit model in the sense that science communication is still a one-way
process with a goal of enlightening the public through direct media effects, though the idea
of a knowledge gap in the public, which is central to the deficit model, is not present in the
contextual model. As Lewenstein writes, both deficit and contextual models aim for a
“public appreciation of the benefits provided by science to society” (Lewenstein, 1992). If
one can only implement the contextual factors in ones communications strategy the messages will still be transmitted or diffused correctly – without distortion – to the public, it is
speculated. These perspectives on manipulating messages to fit socio-psychological schemas among a given target group have especially attracted attention from marketing scholars
(Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010).
Trench, contrarily, points towards a connection between the contextual and the
dialog model inspired by Gross (1994), as they both build on the science rhetoric tradition.
However, based on Lewenstein and Brossard’s (2010) description of the contextual model,
there is no conversational or constructivist approach built into the contextual model as
there is no influx of knowledge from the public to the scientific community.

The lay expertise model
This model is a normative attempt to break away from the superiority and arrogance of
scientific expert knowledge and implement lay knowledge into the science communication
system on equal terms. In a sense, it turns lay knowledge into expert knowledge (Brossard
& Lewenstein, 2010). In this model, lay or local knowledge includes farming practices,
historical legacies, personal experiences, and technological achievements. As Lewenstein
points out: “The lay expertise model is clearly driven by a political commitment to
empowerment of local communities” (Lewenstein, 1992). The lay expertise model challenges the authority of scientific institutions and has therefore been called anti-science and
was a prominent target during the science wars in the 1990s (Labinger & Collins, 2001). It
is evident, though, how the lay expertise model paved the way for later models such as the
dialog model and the PES tradition which all emphasize a deliberation and empowerment
of the public in order to democratize science.
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The web model
Most of the theoretical literature focuses on the relationship between the scientific
community and the public with the mass media perceived as a passive information channel
that mediates between the two stakeholders. That changes with the web model developed
by Lewenstein on the basis of a case study of the cold fusion saga (Lewenstein, 1995) and
inspired by Garvey’s (1979) earlier model. The web model is an attempt to unite the public,
media, and scientific culture in a single communication environment comprised of a multiple range of communication components such as formal publications, preprints, electronic
computer networks, fax machines, mass media, presentations, and forums for scientific
discussions (Lewenstein, 1995). The model therefore breaks with the traditional way of
viewing science communication as a flow of information from the scientific community to
the public through mass media. Instead, the variety of media offers feedback effects so that
scientific communication and popularization of science cannot be separated. The result is a
chaotic web of two-way communication channels.

Figure 4: Lewenstein's web model

The Web Model is also influenced by science rhetoric, and Hilgartner’s view on science
communication as a flow of knowledge downstream or upstream instead of a transmission
of knowledge from a closed scientific sphere of science to a separate unscientific public
sphere (Hilgartner, 1990). Therefore, the web model breaks with the idea of a dichotomy
between scientific and non-scientific information. Unlike previous mentioned models,
which have been criticized in the literature, the web model has yet to be challenged and is
still acclaimed by a variety of scholars (Brossard, 2009; Gregory & Miller, 1998; Schäfer,
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2009; Trench, 2008). Brossard, for example, highlights how the web model is one of the
only science communication models, which stops treating mass media as a source and
instead acknowledges the entanglement of media with the scientific community itself
(Brossard, 2009). The web model has especially proven itself relevant after the arrival of
the World Wide Web.
It is of course speculative, but just as technological mass media inventions in the
early 20th century transformed media sociology, then the arrival of the internet might
contribute to yet another paradigm shift in the theoretical and sociological understanding
of science communication. A handy explanatory model to apply to this development would
be the web model. Online tools, for example, blur the lines between science, media, and
the public with blogs, chat forums, commentary threads, livestreaming from conferences,
and social media interactions. The controllable one-way flow of scientific information is
therefore challenged by feedback options and audience interactions. Not surprisingly then,
this PhD project is inspired by the web model and its premise of an entangled ecosystem.
Together with medialization and the PES tradition the web model serves as the theoretical
foundation for all four articles.

Public Engagement with Science (PES)
Instead of Public Understanding of Science, the new black is Public Engagement with
Science (PES) or sometimes Public Engagement with Science and Technology (PEST)
(Schäfer, 2009). Following from the criticism of the deficit model an expanded theoretical
and normative theoretical branch evolved in the late 1990s which viewed science communication as an open, egalitarian, dialogical, and participatory process (Hansen, 2009;
Schäfer, 2009). The models that emerged have different names (engagement model
(Research International, 2000), dialogue and participation model (Trench, 2008), and public
participation model (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010) but all rest on the same premise of
deliberation and democratization of science, similar to the ontology accredited to the lay
expertise model.
Underlying the new PES tradition is a vision of empowering the people and regaining control over science from elite scientists (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010). The idea of
deliberation is strong in PES and is inspired by the notion of deliberative democracy
(Bessette, 1980), which developed in political science in the 1980s. This concept of representative democracy coupled with consensus-seeking debates among an enlightened
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public again rests on critical theory and Habermas but has seen an increasing popularity in
the last decade, especially following the availability of online communication tools such as
chat forums, interactive web pages, participatory blogs, and online poll taking. Some have
envisioned the deliberative democracy to revolutionize politics in the 21st century (Ross,
2011).
PES is therefore part of a larger sociological debate dominating the last decade. As
within political science a large variety of PES activities have been tested recently in the
form of consensus conferences, citizen juries, deliberative technologies, science shops, and
deliberative polling (Brossard & Lewenstein, 2010). Some aspects of the citizen science
movement can also be viewed as an offspring of PES (Riesch & Potter, 2014).
Many of these activities are grass root initiatives that are still not integrated into the
scientific process itself, with open access journals being one exception. These journals,
most prominently the Public Library of Science (PLOS) journals which was founded in
2000, seek to expand the scientific community by providing free access to new scientific
knowledge for teachers, students, and the general public (Gross, 2012). More so, PLOS
seeks to give the public an opportunity to engage in scientific debates and participate in the
scientific process by commenting and posting analyses and interpretations (Gross 2012).
However, the open access movement has also been criticized for created an “unhealthy
publication system” (Secher, 2013). Instead of securing funding through subscriptions
open access journals often require payment from the article authors, which means that
some scholars may not be able to afford to get their work published. Also, open access
journals have been found to not apply the same kind of rigorous peer review as traditional
journals and this has meant that some questionable articles have been published
(Bohannon, 2013).
Though it is tempting to view the normative historical development from PUS to
PES as progress towards a more sophisticated and “correct” model of science communication, this may not be the case, as stated earlier. Both in media studies and in science
communication the legacy from media effects models and deficit models is still visible.
Instead, a differentiation of science communication has occurred and each model can be
applied to different purposes (Trench, 2008). As Trench writes:
[a]s a general observation, we might say that communication processes become more openended and more open to values as well as facts in the transition from deficit to dialogue and
participation (Trench, 2008).
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One should also note that PES is one step behind media studies and still submits to the
assumption that the medium itself is a stable intermediary that transports knowledge
between different actors (Horst & Michael, 2011). Only the web model challenges the
simplistic view on the role of the media and establishes media channels themselves as
subjects.
My project is much inspired by the differentiation between PUS and PES. The public
does not need to only learn about scientific facts through the media, instead the public must
use the media to understand and debate science. Therefore my project especially examines
bottom-up communication trends and initiatives that increase accessibility to science e.g.
science online, science in the popular press, and science blogs.

Medialization
While the idea of a public engagement with science and hence a democratization of science
is considered a normative approach, another descriptive branch of theoretical science
communication based on empirical observations within the PES paradigm has developed
recently. The outcome is a medialization model, which incorporates a wealth of recently
documented features in modern science journalism (Schäfer, 2009; Weingart, 1998).
From the mid-1990s onwards sociologists of science in particular started to notice an
increasing orientation towards the media from the scientific community and vice versa,
with unprecedented mass media attention devoted to science (Gregory & Miller, 1998;
Rödder, 2011). Professional public relations (PR) departments were established at scientific
institutions, which adopted media criteria in order to strategically enhance the visibility of
science in the mass media (Peters, 2012). The motives were the growing necessity for
public legitimatization of science and an entanglement of science and politics. Debates on
GMO and global warming, for example, saw NGOs, politicians, and scientists engage in
the same scientific discourses (Schäfer, 2009). Science had become medialized. As a result,
a quantitative increase in science coverage was observed along with more pluralized and
egalitarian scientific debates in the media (Schäfer, 2009).
The medialization model is, therefore, interested in the relationship between science
and the media, as the scientific community becomes aware of the strategic benefits of
addressing the media directly, and the media responds by increasing the attention devoted
to science. The research questions asked revolve around this coupling between science and
the media and how it affects scientific funding, research agendas, the self-understanding of
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scientists and universities, and ultimately the production of scientific knowledge (Rödder,
2011).
Theoretically, the medialization model is rooted in differentiation theory, a theory
within sociology which divides society into systems and subsystems (Weingart, 2012).
Differentiation theory is based on concepts within social system theory developed by
Luhmann, who’s work also partly inspired the web model (Gregory & Miller, 1998). In
differentiation theory as well as in the medialization model the communication process is
broken down into the exchange of information between functional systems, which then
jointly influence each other. Although the model mainly focuses on science-media-relations
it is necessary also to include political and economic systems when subscribing to
differentiation theory as all of these systems are interwoven (Rödder, 2011).
Medialization is a hot topic in science communication (Elliott, 2012; Jung, 2012;
Osrecki, 2012), but have as yet to move beyond the chaotic era surrounding any recently
initiated theoretical concept. For example, it is still debated how medialization will effect
and challenge the existing science systems and communication networks. Indeed, Weingart
explicitly states that medialization will not fundamentally alter traditional communication
channels (Weingart, 2001). One could argue that the media attention only substitutes the
attention given to the public, the church, sponsors, or patrons in previous periods in the
history of science when legitimization of scientific endeavors was sought. Similarly, the
implementation of PR departments does not constitute a fundamental change to how
scientific research is disseminated, it simply represents the professionalization of a process
that has been developing for centuries. Although the medialization is perhaps not as strong
a theoretical ontological model in science communication as other communication models,
it still serves as an empirical explanatory model for conceptualizing current media trends.
In this project the results to a large extent confirm the empirical trends associated with
medialization such as a more egalitarian approach to science in the media, increased entanglement of science news with other news genres, proactive journals’ greater influence on
science news, internationalization of science news, and an abundance of science news
sources.
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Science journalism
The theoretical approach to science communication is closely linked to the practice of
science journalism – a branch of science communication. The self-images of editors, science journalists, and scientists engaging in popularization have historically been reflected in
the different communication models and traditions highlighted above. As my project solely
focuses on science journalism I will here give an overview of first the field itself and then
the academic scrutiny of science journalism. Lastly I will discuss the recent trends in
science journalism and the perception of a crisis, which motivated this project.

History of science journalism
Science journalism as a professional sub-field of general journalism is only a century old,
but the use of mass media to disseminate science dates back to the dawn of print newspapers in the late 18th century (Gregory & Miller, 1998; Nelkin, 1995). In fact, since the
scientific revolution in the 17th century scientists have perceived communication essential
in their work without actually articulating it as an independent discipline. Galieo Galilei, for
example, wrote in Italian and not Latin to ensure as many readers of his work as possible
(Van Helden, 1989).
In the 19th century science communication activities were plentiful with shows, public lectures, science fairs, and demonstrations of vacuum chambers, lightning, light bulbs,
dissections, and microscopes (Bucchi & Trench, 2008; Govoni, 2007). Scientists themselves would be the communicators and popularizing their work was internalized as part of
the job description to secure public support (Friedman, Dunwoody, & Rogers, 1986). Big
discoveries such as that of X-rays in 1885 by Wilhelm Röntgen would feature in the newspapers and renowned scientists such as Michael Faraday, Thomas Henry Huxley, and John
Tyndall believed in the “educability of mankind” and would willingly appear in the news
columns (Gregory & Miller, 1998).
The content in the print media in this period would be much different than present
day, though. There were no professional science journalists to mitigate between the public
and the scientists, thus complete transcripts of lectures would often be printed in daily
newspapers such as John Tyndall’s lectures on physics which were printed in the New
York Tribune – and sold more than 50.000 copies (Nelkin, 1995).
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Among historians of science these public communication activities were seen as part
of a “science for all” movement (Govoni, 2007), which spread in parallel with education
reforms that would boost the literacy level of the public.
By the turn of the century, however, the progression of the professionalization of
science had reached a level, where it became increasingly difficult for the public to comprehend science – especially the world of physics (Friedman et al., 1986). Charles Darwin’s On
the Origin of Species published in 1859 was fully comprehensible for the well-educated classes,
whereas Einstein’s special theory of relativity from 1905 was unintelligible to most people
with the exception of a few specialized physicists. This gap between scientists and the
public would only grow in the following century with tensions arising as a consequence.
Simultaneously, especially after the First World War, science was starting to be omnipresent with electrification of society, chemical warfare, aviation, radio, and a range of newly available consumer goods (Nelkin, 1995). This meant a dichotomy between the increased
awareness of the social and economic power of science and the withdrawal of scientists
from public forums. Journalists were called upon to translate the technical scientific language to the public. The New York Times proclaimed in 1919 in a series of editorials that it
has “disturbing implications for democracy when important intellectual achievements are
only understood by a handful of people” (Nelkin, 1995).
Hence, the first image – and self-image – of science journalists was in the shape of
interpreters. As Rensberger (2009) writes: “The few science journalists saw it as their duty
to persuade the public to accept science as the salvation of society”. In order to mitigate
the journalistic interest in science a number of institutional activities targeting the media
was initiated. The American Medical Association, for example, created a news bureau in
1910, and three of the most powerful scientific institutions at the time, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the National Academy of Sciences, and the
National Research Council helped fund the Science Service, founded in 1921 (Lewenstein,
1992). The aim was to distribute science news to journalists with the goal of letting the
public appreciate the breakthroughs of science. An alliance between science and science
journalism was forming with a united vision to enlighten the public through the
dissemination of popularized scientific information. As science writer William Laurence at
the New York Times stated: “True descendants of Prometheus, science writers take the fire
from the scientific Olympus, the laboratories and the universities, and bring it down to the
people”(Nelkin, 1995).
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Modern science journalism was founded in this “messenger” tradition, where science
journalists would help scientists mitigate their discoveries to laymen. The uncritical
journalistic view on new scientific endeavors was later dubbed Gee Whiz (Jerome, 1986) or
science cheerleading (Murcott, 2009). Despite the scorning labels, the tradition is still
dominant in contemporary science journalism, which will become more vivid in the next
section on science news accuracy.
Unavoidably, a tension between science, science journalists, and editors would follow. Editors, who always have the interests of the readers as top priority, would not
necessarily agree on the newsworthiness of scientific discoveries as presented by the
scientists and science journalists. Prominent scientific figures such as Paul Dirac, Werner
Heisenberg, Ernest Rutherford, and Niels Bohr were dismissed as newspaper sources by
editors on the grounds, that they were simply too difficult to understand (Hughes, 2007).
What science journalists deemed significant such as scientific breakthroughs, the editors
would judge insignificant for the everyday lives of the readers. Instead, fascinating,
spectacular, and miraculous events seemed to persuade the editors. Or as the founding
director of Science Service Edwin Slosson said in 1924, science journalism is about events
ending on “est” – the fastest, the slowest, the hottest, the coolest, the biggest, and the
smallest (Nelkin, 1995). Theoretically, there have been few attempts to define specific
science news values, and even though general values such as identification, importance, and
topicality have strongly impacted science journalism, the surprise factor of presenting
exotic and awesome findings has often overruled traditional values (Badenschier &
Wormer, 2012; Gregory & Miller, 1998).
The science news bonanza continued after the Second World War with science
magazines, science journalism organizations, and science sections. Science and technology
were seen as “integral to victory” in the war, and the enthusiasm created great demand for
science communication (Weigold, 2001). For example, there was a tenfold increase in
science reporters from 1939 to 1960 in the USA, from 34 to 375 (Friedman et al., 1986).
Simultaneously, many scientists continued to distance themselves from the public
sphere and during the postwar period a specific science culture began to evolve with the
establishment of more technical genre-specific word catalogues, a publication system with
peer reviews closed-off from the public, media embargoes, and not least a sanctioned rule
only to communicate science to the public after new discoveries were published in the
scientific literature, a practice known as the Ingelfinger rule (Kiernan, 2006). A gap
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between scientific and popular literature was perceived, which some scholars view as
arbitrary, since the two categories have never been academically defined, but through their
existence create an imaginary division between proper and improper science communication (Hilgartner, 1990; Lewenstein, 1995). Paradoxically, at the same time as science
journalism was establishing itself as a professional field and gaining momentum, scientists
withdrew from the public eye.
In the 1960s and 1970s a conflict was looming. General journalists were starting to
increasingly distrust authorities as part of an overall societal protest against the establishment, and science journalism followed their lead. The trigger for science journalists, however, was not only political tensions but also the increasing awareness about environmental
hazards (Rensberger, 2009). An unprecedented critical coverage of science was initiated,
which lasted into the 1980s, and “the science news honeymoon” was over (Gregory and
Bauer, 2007). Particularly the publishing of Rachel Carlson’s Silent Spring in 1962 about the
use of pesticides sparked a long lasting debate on anthropogenic pollution and unforeseen
environmental crises (Rensberger, 2009). Since the pollutants were made possible through
scientific knowledge, the journalistic environmental campaign created distrust in the
scientific enterprise. For the first time, the idea of science journalists also working as
watchdogs emerged, much in the same way as political journalists watch over and question
governmental power structures (Rensberger, 2009). The environmental issues “turned
hitherto advocates of science into henceforth critical observers." (Carsons, [1962] 2000;
Franklin, 2007)”
Not surprisingly, the targeted part of the scientific community fired back at the
media for having an anti-science attitude and uncritically covering pseudoscience (Gregory
& Miller, 1998). A trend towards complete refusal to contribute to popular news articles
emerged within some scientific circles. It was even seen as an ill-advised career move to
talk to journalists, although some, for example Carl Sagan, defended the necessity of the
popularization of science despite the risk of scorning from colleagues (Friedman,
Dunwoody, & Rogers, 1999).
The standoff between journalists and scientists fizzled out during the 1980s, as
scientists began to re-acknowledge the necessity of public support, though science
journalism had lost its virginity for good and needed to embrace as well as discuss the
watchdog role – at least to some extent. PR activities also started growing and combined
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with the Public Understanding of Science report from 1985, the mission of enhancing
scientific literacy in the public was revived (Scanlon, Hill, and Junker 1999; Gregory and
Bauer 2007). An unprecedented rise in science news, science magazines, and science
sections was seen, which led to the labeling of the era as a “science boom” in the mass
media (Bauer, 2012; Lewenstein, 1987).
While the public hunger for science news still prevails – A Eurobarometer survey from
2010 shows that 79 % of EU citizens are very or moderately interested in new scientific
discoveries, which is higher than sports news, politics, and culture and arts (Eurobarometer, 2010) - the “science boom” lost momentum in the late 1980s.
The number of science sections, for example, decreased in the USA from 95 in 1989
to 34 in 2004 (Williams & Clifford, 2009), and the two prominent science magazines Science
86 and science Digest closed in 1986 (Lewenstein, 1987). As the whole media industry
experienced decreasing numbers of subscribers and interest from the advertisement
industry, inevitably the science journalism field was affected by cutbacks.
However, the media outlets’ dwindling interest in science publications did not halt
the production of science news. PR strategies from universities and journals have only
intensified and combined with press services and ready-made press material online, the
news world has a steady influx and out flux of science stories. Journalists receive email
alerts about upcoming scientific articles, press releases are sent in bundles through services
such as EurekAlert and AlphaGalileo, and there have even been examples of communication departments delivering ready-made journalistic articles to the media (Göpfert, 2007).
The media industry might be suffering and reallocating resources from science journalism,
but with an abundance of science news sources the last wave in science coverage, which
started in the early 1980s has not yet come to a halt.
Bauer summarizes the last 150 years of science communication by attributing different features and structures to each upsurge and downswing:
Science communication moves from the science-entrepreneur and science-politician (mid
nineteenth century), to the science-popularisers (1920s), to the science communicator
(1950s), to critical science journalism (1980s), and finally to the Public Relation professionals
of the present. (Bauer 2012)

The trend within science journalism to rely on press material – labeled “churnalism”
(Williams & Gajevic, 2013) – has been heavily debated. Most scholars warn that the efforts
from universities and journals to control the mass media coverage of science is damaging
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to the democratic role of journalism and could undermine a critical and autonomous free
press (Göpfert, 2007; Williams & Gajevic, 2013). My project does not examine the influence of university PR departments on science news, but I will argue the uncritical
editorial approved use of press material from science institutions is ontologically rooted in
a flawed deficit approach to science communication among practitioners.
This mismatch between theoretical and practical science journalism becomes obvious
when comparing the history of science communication research and the history of science
journalism. A diffusion and translation mode of science journalism was prevalent from
around 1900 to the 1950s. Then a critical school of thought emerged in the 1960s, which
emphasized the impact of science on society and questioned the status of scientists as mere
manufacturers of scientific breakthroughs. Instead scientists were identified as actors with
economic and political motives, like other groups within society. This development is in
line with the science rhetoric tradition and Garvey’s communication model. However,
despite the tendencies towards critical science journalism in the 1960s and 1970s there are
still many complaints that modern science journalism contains a high proportion of Gee
Whiz (Elmer, Badenschier, & Wormer, 2008). Science journalists are blamed for their close
connections with the scientific community and for not perceiving themselves as the
democratic watchdog that ought to be their role. Gregory and Miller (1998) explain that
science journalists need to be reminded, that they are first and foremost journalists, while
others argue that the crisis in especially critical science journalism is caused by closer
intimacy between science journalists and scientists than between journalists and readers
(Göpfert, 2007; Lewenstein, 1987). According to Rensberger (2009) science journalism has
simply been more influenced “by the world of science itself than by general journalism.”
I will argue that practical science journalism has failed to embrace the public
engagement with science movement. Science journalists too often see themselves as
communicators of science and in the service of the scientific community instead of serving
the public in order to empower the civic community to take part in scientific debates. For
example, recent surveys have shown that among science journalists a strong self-perception
of being science explainers and translators still prevails (Blöbaum, 2008; Schäfer, 2011).
The old-fashioned deficit model is alive and kicking among science journalists and the
cheerleading continues.
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Science journalism research – from accuracy to framing
When science journalism research branched out from science communication, the field was
likewise founded on the premise that science news was the diffusion of scientific ideas
from scientific authorities to the scientific illiterate public. The mass media was seen as a
translation channel and the scholarly focus was aimed at the gaps and tensions between
journalists and scientists, which obstructed the noise-free transmission of science (Peters,
2012). Regarding content, science news was predominantly examined for inaccuracies.
Firstly though, a fundamental question needs to be answered: What is science news?
In the literature there is no consensus. Some use a very broad definition and define science
news as any news item with references to scientific sources (Bauer et al. 1995; Bauer et al.
2006; Bucchi and Mazzolini 2003). Others subscribe to a more structural approach, such as
(Elmer et al., 2008) who only included articles where 50 % of the content dealt with
scientific aspects. (Clark & Illman, 2006) instead let the newspaper decide and sampled
articles from the New York Times’ science section only. The majority of American studies
chose a more interpretive definition and included articles with a journalistic coverage of
scientific fields (Evans, Krippendorf, Yoon, Posluszny, & Thomas, 1990; Logan, Zengjun,
& Wilson, 2000; Pellechia, 1997). When operationalized this meant the inclusion of all
articles with a news angle on scientific topics. Of course, such a definition suggests the
need for another delimitation, as “scientific topics” is not self-explainable. Some studies,
therefore, include all scientific fields whereas others only sample news about natural
sciences. Article types also fluctuate, as some studies not only include journalistic processed
articles but also reviews, question-and-answer columns, letters from readers, etc.
If the researcher only includes news on scientific results and discoveries there is a
risk of confining the study to a narrow PUS paradigm where science news is the
dissemination of new insight from researcher to audience. Trends towards PES,
medialization, and politicization would be missed along with much critical science journalism. However, if the focus is on how science is portrayed in the media and not on the
ecosystem a sample saturated with science content might be preferable. In all articles in this
project science news is defined as editorial content that focuses on scientific knowledge,
findings, methods, processes, opinions, events, or institutions within all scientific fields.
Despite a rather vague scholarly approach to science news researchers have been
scrutinizing science news stories for over half a century. Following the science wars in the
1960s and 1970s the scientific community became increasingly skeptical of the mass media
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coverage of science as highlighted above. Mass media was especially criticized for dumbing
down, sensationalizing, and exaggerating science (Nelkin, 1995; Tichenor, Olien, Harrison,
& Donohue, 1970; Vestergaard, 2011).
A group of American researchers sought to examine the claims of inaccuracy in
media reporting in the 1970s, and hereby founded modern science news research. See for
example Tichenor et al (1970), Tankard and Ryan (1974), Pulford (1976), Borman (1978),
and McCall and Stocking (1982). The methodology in these accuracy studies was to ask the
scientific sources who appeared in the articles to count the number of errors in the
reporting. A number of inaccuracy categories were used such as omissions, exaggerations,
and factual errors. After some criticism of letting sources judge work they had participated
in, the methodology changed to letting university students compare the content of journal
articles with the corresponding newspaper articles (Kiernan, 2006). Surprisingly, the overall
results stemming from accuracy studies showed science news to be predominantly accurate
(Vestergaard, 2011).
After the empirical dismantling of the myth about low accuracy in science news,
scholars lost interest in accuracy studies, and in the slipstream of the criticism against traditional PUS, the dominant focus on accuracy as a coveted norm in science news was questioned (Kiernan, 2006). Particularly, accuracy is linked to the deficit model, as the goal of
science communication becomes a noise-free/error-free transmission of scientific information from scientific authorities to the ignorant laymen. Still, high accuracy in science
news is a much valued tenet among scientists and science journalists (Kiernan, 2006).
Hence, the academic disinterest in accuracy versus the practitioner’s high regard for accuracy strengthens the claim that there is a widening gap between science communication
scholars and practitioners.
Now, what is the problem with accuracy? In all of journalism, the presentation of
facts and correct depiction of events are eminent. The problem is not accuracy as such, but
the specific definition of accuracy. When science news is judged by the degree of similarities in the journalistic product with the transmitted scientific information the scientific
community becomes the examiners of science news and is thus given the exclusive
privilege to evaluate the quality of journalistic work (Hilgartner, 1990). Nonetheless,
accuracy and facts are often open for interpretation and are not absolute but constructed.
The social status and the academic skills of the evaluator affect the subjective perception of
accuracy (Hilgartner, 1990), and as Peters points out, the two professional fields of jour-
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nalism and science define accuracy and message quality differently (Peters, 1999). The
scientific community prefers a richness of details and facts, whereas journalists value narratives and entertainment. All in all, the focus on factual accuracy gives scientists a control
over science news that general journalists by principle would not give to sources in other
fields of their work.
As Kiernan (2006) points out, already half a century ago the founder of communication models Warren Weaver (whose model is explained above) emphasized the difference
between factual and communicative accuracy. Weaver, who paradoxically developed the
unidirectional transmission model, which prompted the accuracy paradigm, urged scientists
to value understanding over factual errors (Weaver, 1958). More importantly, he found that
the audience should judge the level of communicative accuracy – not the experts.
Advocates for a more multidirectional and constructive approach to science
journalism studies therefore argue for a dismantling of the persistent focus on accuracy
(Dunwoody, 1994; Hilgartner, 1990; Kiernan, 2006; Lewenstein, 1995). As Dunwoody has
stated:
I no longer find questions about the ‘accuracy’ and ‘objectivity’ of media risk accounts
conceptually interesting or worth pursuing; in a world that finally has acknowledged that
media accounts are social constructions, answers to the question ‘who’s right?’ are relative.
(Dunwoody, 1994)

Academic accuracy studies decreased during the 1980s and subsequently became a minor
branch within science journalism research. Instead, theories embracing social context, nonlinear explanations, and relativism like social constructivism, discourse analysis, framing
studies, and agenda-setting studies emerged (Hansen, 2009). This is the paradigm that most
contemporary science news studies are rooted in. For example, instead of investigating the
amount of hype in the mass media and hence the poor quality of paraphrasing scientific
work, today most studies investigate the origin of hype (Brechman, Lee, & Cappella, 2009;
Bubela & Caulfield, 2004; Caulfield & Condit, 2012; Sumner et al., 2014; Woloshin,
Schwartz, Casella, Kennedy, & Larson, 2009). On a tangent, it is worth mentioning, that
the majority of hype studies found that press releases and scientific journals are common
sources of hype, too. A recent niche has also been to use scientific controversies as a magnifying glass to explore structures and networks within mass media coverage of science
(Brossard, 2009; Kiernan, 2000; Kjaergaard, 2011; Lewenstein, 1995; Nisbet, Brossard, &
Kroepsch, 2003; Wagenknecht, 2012). Controversies often attract media attention and
involve multiple actors as well as revealing underlying motives, mechanisms, and sources.
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In my article on the science grapevine I take advantage of these unique characteristics
surrounding controversies.
However, by far the most common academic approach to mass media coverage of
science is to analyze the coverage of a single discipline. Schäfer (2010) found that 89 % of
studies on science coverage were single-discipline analyses. These disciplines include genetics (Nisbet et al. 2003; Holliman 2004; Horst 2005; O’Mahony and Schäfer 2005), GMO
(Augoustinos, Crabb, & Shepherd, 2010; Vicsek, 2013; Vilella-Vila & Costa-Font, 2008),
cloning (Carvalho, Machado, & Malcata, 2002; Hyde, 2006; Jensen, 2012), climate science
(Boykoff, 2007, 2008; Carvalho, 2007; Corbett & Durfee, 2004; Vestergaard, 2011),
nanotechnology (Anderson, Allan, Petersen, & Wilkinson, 2005; Choi, Dudo, & Scheufele,
2013; Donk, Metag, Kohring, & Marcinkowski, 2012; Kjærgaard, 2008; Lewenstein, Gorss,
& Radin, 2010), and space science (Clark & Illman, 2003). As shown in a review of the
existing studies on mass media coverage of science (Schäfer, 2010), the topics chosen tend
to have a political, societal, or ethnical angle, and they are often controversial, which makes
them suited to a contextual and constructive theoretical approach. In contrast, ”hard
science” topics such as physics, astronomy, chemistry, and mathematics hardly receive any
academic attention regarding media coverage.
Although rare, a number of longitudinal quantitative content studies of general
science news have also recently been carried out (Bauer, 2012; Bauer et al., 1995; Clark &
Illman, 2006; Elmer et al., 2008; Groves, Figuerola, & Quintanilla, 2015).
Many of these single-discipline and controversy studies are based on framing analysis
and its variants. As I also use framing analysis in the analysis on arsenic-based life, I will
briefly elaborate on the theory.
Broadly speaking, framing studies are derived from discourse analysis and are based
on the assumption that news consists of constructed meanings called frames (Scheufele,
1999). Framing as a conceptual theory is not uniquely applied to news. It was formally
developed by Goffman and was used first by sociologists of science and later by science
communication scholars (Lewenstein, 1999). In news studies the frames are created by the
journalist who places the news topic in a certain context of meaning – intentionally or
unintentionally - which recipients can cognitively recognize and build into existing mind
frames. More specifically, the frames applied by the sender are recognized, processed, and
sorted according to socio-cognitive schemes among the recipients. Hence, news frames, in
theory, affect public opinion (Nelkin, 1995). The exact correlation and causation between
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frames and public opinion is, however, poorly understood. Additionally, although widely
applied in empirical analyses across disciplines no uniform definition or methodology exists. Some use only headings and subheadings as discourse units whereas others scrutinize
the whole article. Likewise, some apply only one frame per unit, whereas others apply
multiple (Matthes, 2009).
However, within science communication studies, there is a tendency to rely on the
definition outlined by Gamson and Modigliani (1987), who were among the first to introduce framing theory to science journalism research. They used framing analysis to explore
the relationship between media discourses and public opinion regarding nuclear power
(Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Their definition states that a media frame is:
[a] central organizing idea or story line that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events,
weaving a connection among them. The frame suggests what the controversy is about, the
essence of the issue. (Gamson and Modigliani, 1987)

Numerous studies have used this definition or variants of it (Anderson et al., 2005; Donk
et al., 2012; Durant, Bauer, & Gaskell, 1998; Kohring & Matthes, 2002; Nisbet &
Lewenstein, 2002). Despite the popularity of Gamson and Modigliani’s definition many of
the above-mentioned studies focus on the relationship between media frames and public
opinion, which emphasizes the link between framing analysis and effect studies. This is not
the case for this project, instead I endorse the recent trend in framing studies where frames
are viewed as journalistic tools (Matthes, 2009; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). The effect
on public opinion is still an important aspect of the theory, of course, but changing the
limelight from the public to the journalist means the focus is on the intent and motives
behind the meaning structures applied to a given news article. Inspired by Kjærgaard
(2011), I therefore define frames as issue-specific, journalistic condensations of complexities into meaning structures that are in agreement with cognitive schemas among the
audience.
Regarding the connection between this project and the theory and history of science
journalism, there are a few issues to be clarified.
Though the methodology and research questions in the main article on Danish
science news are inherently based on a diffusion model - science news is transmitted from
a directional starting point, which is constituted by a trigger and a source – there is an
underlying premise that science news is constructed and shaped according to prevailing
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worldviews. For example, my examination of science news does not aim to evaluate the
quality and accuracy of the coverage but to map the structures, demography, and
ecosystem, which depend on the target audience, media tools available, and social
structures within the ecosystem. Similarly, when sources and triggers change over time the
cause is partly the interplay between media, science, and society, and not due to transmitter
alterations. The medialization and PES trends, which are focus points in this project, are
also inspired by constructivism and acknowledge the recent paradigm shift in empirical
science news studies, in which the center of power is moving away from the scientific
establishment and towards the audience and hence the public. Meaning is not given to
scientific ideas in the lab, but in the merger between science, media, and society.
Nonetheless, these reflections are epistemological, and the constructed entanglements in themselves are out of the scope of this study, theoretically or practically.

Science journalism crisis?
With the historical and theoretical background established it’s time to investigate the trigger
for this project. Is there a crisis in science journalism manifested in less column space
allocated to science? Or is a structural crisis underway where the power balance is tilting
towards the science enterprise? Indeed, recent topics in science journalism research have
included an examination of the impact of the increasing professionalization of PR activities
from scientific institutions on science journalism, as well as the impact of online media and
tools such as science blogs, press release databases, and social media. Both have proven to
be double-edged swords with some praising the developments and others scorning them.
As in all of the media industry rumors of an existentialistic crisis are persevering.
Williams and Clifford (2009), for example, when analyzing the state of British science
journalism found that the number of employed science journalists at news outlets was
growing in the 1990s but has been declining since 2005. This period saw the birth of many
new online platforms and the concomitant rise in need for news, along with the growing
tendency for PR offices to offer ready-made stories online described by some science
journalists as “low hanging fruits” (Williams & Clifford, 2009). This perceived reduction in
quality of science reporting is continuously discussed (Hart 2013; Bauer and Howard 2009;
Rehman 2013), and the “crisis in science journalism” has been a topic at both the World
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Conference for Science Journalists in Helsinki in 2013 and at the conference in Seoul in
2015.
There are others, however, who point out that science journalism has always been
the poor relation of other kinds of reporting such as political and economic (Nelkin, 1995).
Also some researchers who have carried out longitudinal studies into the amount of
science news, question whether there is a crisis in science journalism. The quality of science
journalism might be suffering, but certainly not the quantity. Twenty years of longitudinal
studies unanimously show either, a steady state or an increase in the amount of science
news in newspapers compared to the overall volume of news.
Since Krieghbaum’s (1941) first analysis of 97 American newspapers from 1939 to
1941, studies across time and place have shown how the amount of science coverage
fluctuates, though there seems to be consensus about a current expansion trend. Bauer et
al. (1995), who looked at 6,000 articles from seven daily British newspapers from 1946 to
1990, observed low coverage from 1946 to 1954/56 and then a rise until around 1962. A
period of decline followed, before yet another expansion from around 1976 onwards. A
growth in science coverage has also been documented in Italy (Bucchi & Mazzolini, 2003),
Bulgaria (Bauer et al. 2006), Germany (Elmer et al., 2008), and the USA (Clark & Illman,
2006; Pellechia, 1997). However, there are hints that in more recent years the positive trend
has halted. Groves, Figuerola, and Quintanilla (2015) sampled 50,763 text units from three
major Spanish newspapers from 2002 to 2011, and contrary to earlier studies they included
online media. In line with the results from this project, the amount of science coverage
only rose in absolute terms, whereas in relative terms the coverage remained steady at
around 7 %. Medialization, internet tools, and politicized science topics such as climate
science and GMO have all been named as reasons for the upsurge in the quantity of
science news (Bauer, 2012).
It should be noted here that there are also a number of historical longitudinal studies
of science news from the 19th century until the early 20th century (Cooter, 1984; LaFollette,
1990). The combined results confirm a waved cubical curve with the intensity of science
coverage fluctuating over the decades (Bauer, 2012). This suggests that the continued
growth in absolute amount of science news since the 1980s is unprecedented.
Simply counting the number of science news stories, however, does not disclose the
quality of the coverage or the changes in ecosystems over time. One postulate in the first
of the four articles in this project is that the new online accessibility to science news and
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press material has changed the sources and triggers for science news. This is only a small
element of the challenges caused by the web. Williams and Clifford (2009) found that
science journalists are pressured by the high demands of the new media because “the web
is never full”. Others highlight how ready-made journalistic material makes it easy and
cheap to reference others instead of engaging in critical, original science journalism. Hence,
the web might encourage the production of science news, but at a different standard than
seen before.
On the other hand, the web offers new possibilities for interactions with the public.
Fahy and Nisbet (2011), for example, through interviews with journalists in the UK and
USA found that “Online science journalists have a more collaborative relationship with
their audiences and source[s].” These journalists had a more participatory stance and the
researchers identified several new roles for them such as curator, convener, public intellectual, and civic educator. Of course, the expansion of roles for science journalists are also
necessary as the web mitigates the gap between researchers and laymen directly through
blogs, chat forums, and social media, which challenges the traditional bridging function of
science journalists (Trench, 2012). This means the pessimistic view on the Internet as eroding the quality of science news is too simplistic. In the third article I explore how online
tools can improve critical science journalism by providing valuable access to informal
communication within the scientific community.
Though this project in part dismantles the myth of a science journalism crisis, as
others have done before (Bauer & Howard, 2009), there are hints from my results that the
quality is suffering. The amount of original material and word length has decreased. Science
stories covering background, perspectives, and science policy were also significantly lower
in 2012 compared to 1999, and source-driven stories planted by science journals were likewise on the rise.
The seemingly conflicting trends of a decrease in the number of dedicated science
sections and specialized science journalists employed at newspapers, especially in the USA
and the UK, and the simultaneous increase in the amount of science coverage, point
towards a significant push effect from science institutions on the news flow, instead of a
pull effect from proactive journalistic initiatives. This study supports this claim from a
content-perspective. Never before have science journalists been hand-fed news as they are
today, and never before have there been so many constraints that make it difficult not to
feed from this trough.
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The ecosystem of science news
As stated in the title the overall goal of this project is to explore the ecosystem of science
news. The concept of an ecosystem is not rooted in the literature. Instead, it is used to
analogically encapsulate the idea of an exchange of science news between different actors.
At first the term “food chain” was used but abandoned early in the process as a food chain
implies a unidirectional approach to science news with objects travelling from a specific
starting point along predetermined routes. Also, the “flow” and “origin” of science news
were suggested as overriding concepts, but like the analogy of a food chain it proved
almost impossible to define a starting point for science news stories empirically. Detecting
such a birth-place would also clash with the ontological premise for the project.
An “ecosystem”, however, is defined as “the living organisms and their interplay with
non-living surroundings in an area” according to the Danish encyclopedia, which is a
concept that can be applied to news systems. In relation to science news, the ecosystem
covers the interplay of different media actors such as journals, universities, press agencies,
and media outlets as they exchange science news in specific environments. It is then
implicit in this media ecosystem that science news is affected by the interplay.
Though uniquely defined here, the ecosystem analogy has been used before in
science communication. Fahy and Nisbet (2011) applied a “science media ecosystem” in
their analysis of the changing work environment for future science journalists mentioned
above. Similarly, Boykorff (2010) made a brief reference to a “journalistic ecosystem” when
debating the poor media resources allocated to climate science coverage. In general communication studies the application of an ecosystem is more common (Laghari & Connelly,
2012).
Although the concept of a science news ecosystem is to some extent novel, there
have been many attempts to map the flow of science news and pinpoint specific sources
and triggers. Also, demographical traits such as the geographical origin, number of sources,
length, and editorial placement of science news have been investigated. If clustered, these
results constitute a fragmented image of a science news ecosystem. Still, the study of
sources and triggers for science news is a niche within science communication.
One of the most frequently analyzed sources for science news is the science journal,
not surprisingly given the historical alliance between science and journalists outlined above.
Indeed, Granado (2011) in a survey of European science journalists found that they are
becoming more dependent on the services provided by scientific journals, especially online.
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Content-wise numerous studies have found that journal articles could be accounting for as
many as half of all science news (Clark & Illman, 2006; de Semir, Ribas, & Revuelta, 1998;
European Commission, 2007; Suleski & Ibaraki, 2010). Online tools are speculated to have
initiated a rise in the use of journals. Weitkamp (2003), for example, found only 15% of
science news in the UK to be triggered by a journal article in a study of science news from
2000 and 2001, whereas Kiernan (2014) in a content analysis of the New York Times’ science
section from 1998 to 2012 found an increase in the use of journals as well as in the number
of different journals cited. Kiernan’s conclusions correspond to the findings in this project.
Another vastly researched science news trigger is the press release. Mostly, though,
the content and purpose of press releases have been examined and not the amount of press
material triggered news. Because journalists rarely cite press releases (Bubela & Caulfield,
2004; Williams & Clifford, 2009), methodological constraints can explain that press releases
are a dominant theoretical topic in science communication but mostly absent in empirical
studies. An internal survey carried out by the BBC found that one third of science stories
were inspired by press releases (BBC, 2011), and the journal Nature found that 39 % of
science journalists when asked about their use of press releases admitted to “routinely
quoting from them directly” (Brumfiel, 2009). From an ecosystem perspective a majority of
medical journalists agree that a press release increases the likelihood of them reporting on
the research results (Trigt, Berg, Haaijer-Ruskamp, Willems, & Tromp, 1994), while multiple studies have shown that scientific articles accompanied by press releases are more likely
to appear as science news in newspapers (de Semir et al., 1998; Entwistle & HancockBeaulieu, 1992; Stryker, 2002). Comparing the content of press releases to news stories,
there is compelling evidence that press releases often are the source of hype (Brechman et
al., 2009; Bubela & Caulfield, 2004; Caulfield & Condit, 2012; Vestergaard, 2011). These
results support the claim that information in press releases flows uncritically into news
stories. The influence of press releases on news content is direct empirical evidence for a
medialization of science.
The observed politicization of science (Weingart, 1982) has also sparked an interest
in separating science news triggered by scientific events from items triggered by nonscientific events such as political debates, societal trends, and disasters (Elmer et al., 2008).
This distinction is vital when addressing the medialization of science as it is speculated that
the increased media attention towards science is partly rooted in an aspiration to apply a
scientific angle to socio-economic topics.
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The geographical origin of trigger events for science news has only attracted minor
attention, yet for a project with a focus on the significance of a small media market the
geographical factor is highly relevant. Bauer et al. (1995) found that more than two-thirds
of British news devoted to science in the period from 1946 to 1990 was based on national
events. However, the incentives to appear in UK newspapers are high, and Fanelli (2013)
documented how scientific studies covered in the UK received 63 % more citations than
studies not reported compared to 16 % if published in an Italian newspapers. Online tools
have made science journalism more global (Trench, 2007), and it is therefore no surprise
that the study of both Danish and UK science news in 2012 included in this project proved
contemporary science news to be internationalized.
In the ecosystem the different environments attached to online and print media are
also of relevance, but the content of online and print science news has proven to be oddly
aligned (Gerhards & Schäfer, 2010; Habel, Liddon, & Stryker, 2009; Hyde, 2006; Wilson,
Bonevski, Jones, & Henry, 2009). The only confirmed difference is the publication of
longer articles in print media (Hyde, 2006). I only detected minor demographical variances
between print and online media in this project such as less original material and a marginally higher amount of science coverage online. Ironically, the emergence of online tools
is speculated to account for the majority of differences in science coverage between 1999
and 2012, but science news content remains mostly unaffected by the shifting media platforms.
A central research theme in news studies is the amount of original produced content
as opposed to content copied or even stolen from other media. However, this recycling of
news content is poorly understood in a science news context. Among European science
journalists only 23 % report that they predominantly base their stories on original research
(European Commission, 2007), while Bubela and Caulfield (2004) found 20 % of articles
on genetics to be written by in-house journalists. In general journalism research studies
suggest that around 50 % of online content is original with the remainder coming from
other media outlets or news agencies (Lund et al., 2009; Wurff & Lauf, 2005). The high
occurrence of recycling in science news supports the concern that initiatives from research
institutions are overruling independent critical science journalism.
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Danish science journalism research
In a Danish context some unique trends and developments are worth mentioning.
Structurally, science journalism is a niche in Denmark. No Danish newspaper has a
century-long tradition for strong science coverage like, for example, the New York Times,
and the number of science sections fluctuates from decade to decade. When I compared
1999 and 2012 I found no science section that had prevailed during those 13 years. Within
the three years of this project, the number of science sections in Danish newspapers has
changed since Politiken closed its section in 2015.
There exists no report or study that has scrutinized the state of Danish science journalism. The organization for Danish Science Journalists has around 150 members, but a
large number of them work in communication. An email inquiry carried out as part of this
study revealed that the number of science journalists employed at national newspapers was
the same in 2012 as in 1999: a total of 11 science journalists (data was unavailable from
Politiken).
The history of Danish science journalism dates back to the 17th century and the
scientific revolution and industrialization of science (Nielsen, 2014). The motives for science communication included enhancing public support for science and were supported by
the establishment of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters (Videnskabernes
Selskab). This new forum was founded in 1742 with the aristocracy as the main audience
(Nielsen, 2014). By the mid-19th century dissemination of science had spread to newspapers
and magazines. At the same time Denmark’s blossoming national identity as a farming
country sparked broad initiatives towards public science communication. The agricultural
movements and the Danish folk high schools invested in science communication in order
to educate farmers and workers, and national initiatives were organized to diffuse knowledge from test stations and agricultural universities (Nielsen, 2014).
Danish science journalism, however, was slow to become organized and established
in comparison to countries like the UK and USA. The Danish Science Journalists
Association was only founded in 1976 (though there was an earlier but failed attempt in
1949 to establish such an organization). The situation was similar in other Scandinavian
countries. Norway founded the Norwegian Association of Science Journalists in 1952,
while the Swedish Association for Science Journalism was established in 1972.
An effort to strengthen science journalism in Denmark was made in 2008 with the
establishment of the Internet media Videnskab.dk, which is solely dedicated to science
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journalism and receives state funding. The role model was the creation of Forskning.no in
Norway in 2002.
Using Videnskab.dk as a science journalism frontrunner it is evident that the deficit
translational view on science communication has a stronghold in Denmark. For example,
the vision of Videnskab.dk is to “make the public smarter and create a bigger interest in
science – and the idea of knowing something – in society in general and particularly among
youngsters” (www.videnskab.dk). The project manager of Videnskab.dk has also stated,
that “The articles on Videnskab.dk are more traditional research dissemination with a
sender (the researcher) and a receiver (the citizen) with the help of a journalist.” (Hyldgård,
2012)
In Denmark it is also common practice to send whole article manuscripts to scientific sources to be fact-checked. A habit that other practitioners and scholars have criticized
for undermining the autonomy of journalists and for letting science authorities evaluate the
standards of science journalism (Bhattacharya, 2011; Kiernan, 2006).
Results from Danish science communication studies can perhaps explain the support for
translational science journalism in Denmark. Especially, the intimacy between scientists,
journalists, and politicians is a focal point.
Kjærgaard (2008) used news about nanotechnology published in Danish newspapers
between 1996 and 2006 to show how the framing of science news is closely linked to the
national agenda on nanotechnology provided by government policy-making and research
initiatives. Hence, the positive views on nanotechnology supported by scientists and politicians are transferred to the media.
Also pointing towards a unique entanglement between science and the media in
Denmark is a discourse analysis done by Meyer (2014). When examining Danish, German,
and UK news on gene therapy 1992-1996 she found that the same journalists wrote one
third of the Danish articles and three referenced sources represented 20 % of all sources.
No such concentration was found in the UK sample. It seems Danish science journalism
consists of a small group of identifiable and interacting journalists and scientists.
Particularly the use of experts has been thoroughly investigated in Denmark.
Togeby, Albæk, and Christiansen (2002) analyzed 1,286 articles sampled in one month in
1961, 1971, 1981, 1991, and 2001, respectively, to find that, in relative terms, the number
of articles quoting scientific experts has tripled. The researchers note that knowledge and
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information seem to flow regularly and smoothly from Danish researchers and research
institutions to the media (Togeby et al., 2002). This finding on the unidirectional flow of
expert knowledge to the media is not unique to Denmark (Peters et al., 2008) but the intensity of the use of experts does not seem so prevalent elsewhere. This point is also supported by Meyer’s results.
Perhaps because of the attention paid to scientific experts in the media, the qualitative research of science communication in Denmark has also focused on the relationship
between science and the media.
Through qualitative interviews Horst (2013) investigated how 20 leading Danish
scientists view their role in public communication. Subsequently she identified three ideal
types of representation: Expert, research manager, and guardian of science. Not surprisingly both the expert (supplying factual knowledge about the world from specific research fields) and the research manager (branding a certain research institution) place a
high value on the accuracy of the information. The guardian of science type (describing
science as the basis for rational problem solving and the source of enlightenment) focuses
on the public understanding of science and hence is the only ideal type interested in the
public value of science communication. Horst does not assign the types to specific researchers and does not attempt to quantify them, but simply notes that scientists engaging
in public communication are representing different identities and cultures within science.
Nielsen (2008) investigated the writings of Danish science journalist Børge Michelsen
from 1939 to 1956. He focused on the social function of Michelsen’s writings and the
boundary- and anti-boundary-work that the articles came to undertake. Nielsen argues that
the science journalism performed by Michelsen broke down and re-established ”links to
reinforce mutual relations between scientists and policy-makers, between scientists and
journalists, and between science and the public.”
This work was followed up by a survey of 74 members of the Danish Science Journalists' Association (Nielsen, 2010). Here, the majority of the members – both science
journalists and science communicators – saw themselves as “more than ‘mountain guides’”
and wanted to contribute to a “debate and social legitimization of science and technology.”
This conclusion discloses signs of a translational and deficit communication model among
Danish science journalists, as they seek to portray science positively and enhance public
appreciation of science. Most of the respondents directly claimed that part of their mission
is to help the public gain a broader understanding of scientific knowledge, though facilita-
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ting debates on scientific subjects also received high-ranking. Linking these findings to
Horst’s ideal types, it is evident that both among scientists and science journalists there are
dualities between wanting to funnel accurate scientific information to the public and
wanting to engage the public in democratic debates about science in society.
From 2006 to 2007 the Danish media saw an upsurge in critical science journalism,
but not of the usual kind. The Galathea 3 Expedition, funded by the Danish Ministry of
Higher Education and Science, was a project designed to bring researchers and journalists
together on a scientific quest. However, instead of encouraging more in-depth coverage of
science, the expedition spawned an unprecedented number of articles that were critical of
the media-unfavorable research projects onboard (Cancel & Branner, 2006). Nielsen and
Autzen (2011) afterwards analyzed 781 news articles and found that only half were about
research, but that these articles contained mostly positive portrayals of the scientists.
Wien (2014a, 2014b) has investigated these conflicting interests between scientists
and journalists. Though she found that both parties predominantly perceive the collaboration as constructive (Wien 2014a), she also identified a conflicting view on news values. In
a controlled experiment she asked 10 Danish researchers to interact with one journalist
each in order to get a publishable newspaper article based on the researcher’s work out of
the collaboration. The experiment failed (Wien 2014b). She concluded with reference to
Russell (2009) that the science-media interaction works best on media premises, and that
journalistic news values are not easily applied to random research projects.
Regarding quantitative analyses of Danish science news this project is the first of its
kind, but it is based on a unique Danish, ongoing analysis of the ecosystem of Danish news
called A Newsweek in Denmark (Lund, 2013; Lund et al., 2009). The project consists of
collecting and coding all Danish news in a specific November week and has been carried
out in 1999, 2008, and 2011. The project has documented an impressive rise in the quantity
of newspaper news from 32,000 articles in 1999 to just above 75,000 in 2008 (Lund et al.
2009). This news boom is in spite of the number of employed journalists remaining stable.
To account for the rise in productivity per journalist the project points to the result that the
amount of original material has declined, meaning that there is a growing tendency to
reprint stories from competitive media – with or without referencing the original source.
This trend was most discernible online. Also, Lund (2013) in the most recent analysis
found that online and print media have started to differentiate. Instead of online news
simply being copy-pasted from the print version, the online news tends to be homo-
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geneous whereas the print edition focuses on more unique content. I found similar traits in
developments in science news from 1999 to 2012.

Introduction to research articles
From the preserves of the educated elite to virtually everywhere: A content
analysis of Danish science news in 1999 and 2012
Published in Public Understanding of Science 2015, co-author Kristian Hvidtfelt Nielsen (Vestergaard &
Nielsen, 2015)
This article is the foundational work of the project. It is inspired by the continuous Danish
research project A Newsweek in Denmark initiated by Lund, Willig, and Blach-Ørsten in
2009 (Lund, 2013; Lund et al., 2009). The project asks the question: Where does the news
come from? And as no one in Denmark has asked this question about science news,
despite ongoing debates and governmental supported initiatives to improve science
journalism in Denmark, there seemed to be an academic vacuum to be filled.
The focus of the article is the comparative changes in the demography of science
news before and after the Internet boom. Theoretically it is speculated that the Internet has
intensified the medialization of science. Hence, PR material from scientific institutions is
abundantly available to mass media, and global English science news can also easily be
versioned to fit national media. This way general non-specialized media can piggy-back on
existing news material and implement science news in their daily coverage.
The investigation itself drew on the methodology introduced by Lund, Willig, and
Blach-Ørsten. All science news - print and online – was collected for a specific week in
November for the years 1999 and 2012. A total of 693 articles were collected. The coding
scheme was a mix of categories used in previous quantitative analyses of science news, but
with a focus on manifested categories related to sources and triggers.
The results revealed a more pluralized, diversified, and egalitarian science coverage in
2012 compared to 1999, which conveniently fits the theory of science medialization
(Schäfer, 2009). It is concluded that science news has spread from elite reservoirs to vir-
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tually everywhere such as online newspapers and tabloids as well as becoming more international and politicized. On the other hand the coverage is more streamlined with increased references to journals, external media, and news agencies. In short, science news is
at present available to a growing number of readers but is less original than before the
arrival of the Internet. One aspect of the efforts to ensure Public Engagement with Science
has therefore been accomplished, as science has reached the public masses, but whether
the coverage is sufficient to empower and democratize science is questionable.
It should be noted that the coding scheme originally included the variable “valuation
tone” in order to distinguish the amount of uncritical reporting from balanced and critical
reporting. The results showed an overwhelming amount of uncritical reporting as more
than 90 % of all science news articles in 1999 and 2012 did not include oppositional
scientific views and left the presented scientific information undisputed. However, the
inter-coder reliability was too weak, and multiple reviewers recommended discarding this
variable. Of course, I could have spent time on adjusting the variable, but as the finding is
not original nor the main focus of the project I decided to reject it. Also, simply because an
article is coded “uncritical” it does not mean it is of poor quality, which could be a
normative interpretation of the finding. An article with multiple independent sources
endorsing a new scientific discovery would for example be coded “uncritical”. Still, in
future projects it could be of value to examine the degree of Gee Whiz by using both
qualitative and quantitative tools.
Overall the study is unique in exploring Danish science news through content
analysis and for including both online and print science news, as well as trying to
counteract the bias towards Anglo-American studies in science communication. Also the
effect of Internet tools on science news content is still poorly understood. Additionally, the
article has the potential to support science communication scholars, science journalists, and
policy makers who require data to qualify debates on the future of science journalism. Of
course the article also has noticeable limitations such as the use of a consecutive week for
sampling, a narrow time frame, and the selection of a small geographical area. Therefore,
the generalizability is modest, though most of the results are aligned with previous research
findings.
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Demography of science news in a closed and an open media market:
A comparative content analysis of print and online newspaper science news
in Denmark and the United Kingdom 2012
Submitted to European Journal of Communication, co-author Kristian Hvidtfelt Nielsen
Cross-country comparative studies of science news are rare, but nonetheless necessary to
secure the generalizability and validity of perceived trends in science journalism. As
Denmark is characterized as a small media market it would be of value to compare it to a
large media market like the UK, which is the subject of a substantial part of science communication literature.
The article followed the methodology and coding in the first article, but instead of
focusing on the Internet as the explanatory foundation the unique cultural settings in the
two countries were explored in relation to the dichotomies found in science coverage. The
UK has a less intimate relationship and entanglement between journalists, scientists, politicians, and the public compared to Denmark, and it is suggested that these differences
affect science news content. An additional 355 article were collected from three British
newspapers 2012 and compared to 167 articles from three similar Danish newspapers. The
results showed that the medialization trends highlighted in the Danish sample were not as
evident in the UK. Here, science news was more traditional with a focus on journal articles
and less news triggered by an event outside of science, as was observed for the Danish
examples. UK science news was also more international than Danish science news.
Therefore it is speculated that the more closed and intimate media market in Denmark rooted in a corporative media system, a unique language setting, and small country
structures heavily influences science news by bridging spheres otherwise separated in the
ecosystem. Contrary, the open and liberal market of the UK fosters defined borders between journalism, science, politics, and the public resulting in less national protectionism
but more traditional science reporting.
No quality judgment is made in the article about the implications of journalist-source
intimacy and the results are too tentative or even suitable for such an assessment, but the
article together with the theoretical considerations elaborated above on science community-driven media content do provide data to qualify the debate on how to improve critical science journalism. At least, it seems intimacy in the ecosystem nurtures medialization
characteristics, but may also compromise journalistic independence.
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The Science Grapevine: Influence of blog information on the online media
coverage of the 2010 arsenic-based life study
Published in Journalism 2015. Prepared while being affiliated with Cornell University as a visiting
scholar, autumn semester 2014
Once the main quantitative part of the project on the science news ecosystem was finished,
I developed an interest in how online tools directly affect science news coverage. To
engage in an explorative case study of this question I chose to focus on one type of online
communication and on the coverage of one event. Building on framing and controversy
studies as outlined above I chose to focus on how science blogs influenced the online media coverage of a scientific study on arsenic-based life forms published in Science and supported by NASA.
Science blogs are on the rise and have recently attracted the attention of science
communication scholars. From viewing science blogs as “democratization ambassadors”
because they allow scientists to engage with and communicate to the public, they are now
predominantly viewed as providing a backdoor to science by exposing debates, norms, and
work routines not previously accessible to journalists or the public. This theoretical approach draws on the work of Trench (2012), which in turn is inspired by Goffman’s early
work on backstage versus front stage appearances and Latour’s efforts to gain access to
the inner workings of science to understand the construction of new knowledge. This view
on science blogs as a medium that gives exposure to the informal chatter inspired me to
compare science blogs to an organizational grapevine. Studying grapevine communication
in organizations is a niche within communication and organization studies but nonetheless
provides a framework for understanding the power of blogs to alter media frames.
The methodology chosen was a framing analysis coupled with interviews. This crossmethodology is inspired by Kiernan’s well-cited study about the controversy that arose
after the discovery of microscopic signs of life on a Mars meteorite (Kiernan, 2000).
It was not surprising to find that the introduction of blog information influenced the
media frames, but the speed, lack of control, and dominance of the effect were notable.
Two critical blog entries managed to change the global coverage of the arsenic-based life
study almost overnight. All in all, informal rumors and gossip from a variety of social
media worked like a magnet that pushed a homogeneous flock (reference to herd
journalism intended) of magnetized media outlets from side to side. Except, no one was
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manipulating the uncontrollable magnet. As the abstract reads: “From beginning to end the
blogosphere heavily influenced the news content, use of sources and spread of information
between news outlets.”
A point made in the article is that the established scientific institutions did not acknowledge the power of the grapevine, in this instance science blogs, and even questioned
the validity of blogs as a proper science communication platform. This approach was fatal
and stripped the institutions of influence. The study therefore calls for greater attention to
be paid to the science grapevine manifested online and the spread of rumors and gossip in
general in science. In relation to the ecosystem the study shows how online tools not only
intensifies existing interactions but also opens new doors to previously hidden but powerful communication networks.

Medialization trends in popular and elite science news
Submitted to Mass Communication and Society
A surprise finding in the main quantitative analysis was the abundance of science news in
tabloids, especially online. Tabloid, or popular press, science coverage is overlooked in the
literature, which could be viewed as discrimination as tabloid readerships in many countries
are relatively large but socio-economically different from elite readers. Furthermore, the
small numbers of comparative studies that do exist do not suggest that popular science
news is inferior to elite news regarding quantity and quality. The historical development
and journalistic traditions of the popular press point towards a unique tabloid culture,
where an alliance between “the man in the street” and journalistic ideology is formed in
order to question existing power structures. Such egalitarian reporting is supposed to increase with medialization, and the coupling of medialization and rise in popular science
news inspired the fourth article.
Medialization includes an institutionalized adaptation to media criteria among scientific institutions in order to secure visibility in the mass media, which results in an abundance of online science news material. Much of this material has a sensationalistic angle,
and fits in with popular papers’ editorial policies perhaps resulting in increased coverage.
Meanwhile, the lack of specialized science journalists at Danish tabloids means there is
more opportunities to publish an egalitarian representation of science, since the journalists
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are on less familiar terms with the scientists. Together these factors led me to postulate that
the popular press is more susceptible to medialization than the elite press.
These realizations prompted me to elaborate on the quantitative data on Danish elite
and popular science news in 2012 and carry out novel statistical analyses. These results
were then supplemented with a qualitative analysis. Both analyses focused on exposing
differentiation in the effects of medialization. The study included 366 articles, of which the
21 articles triggered by scientific journal articles were analyzed qualitatively. Qualitative
textual analysis is a rarity in science news studies, but can supplement quantitative findings
by providing a more interpretive approach and the possibility to understand underlying
meaning structures (Berelson, 1952; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Jensen & Jankowski, 1991).
In this study, an analysis of language style was used to interpret ideological stances toward
scientific authorities. I could also have applied framing analysis, however, I was not
interested in boxed overall meaning structures as these risk being a blunt tool when the aim
is to reveal subtle linguistic difference in the representation of science.
I found that the popular press presents science in a more informal and personal
manner compared to elite papers, and that it is less likely to emphasize the hierarchy and
authority of traditional scientific institutions such as journals. Quantitatively, the differences between the two genres were more vague, which means that the sources and triggers
for science news are not significantly different between popular and elite papers. Also, the
study found that it was the popular online papers that included the most news triggered by
a journal article. This indicates that the popular press takes advantage of the medialized
online content provided by journals, even though overall a more egalitarian approach to
science was detected in the popular press than in elite papers.
I conclude that the – tentatively normative – reasons for neglecting popular science
coverage in science communication studies should be abandoned. Particularly in times of
medialization the conjunction of increased influx of science material to the media world
and tabloid culture seems highly relevant to examine further. Although the PES perspective
is not specifically mentioned in the article, there is an underlying premise that empowering
the less privileged segments through exposure to science news will strengthen the overall
public engagement with science and increase democratization processes.
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Article two: Demography of science news in a
closed and an open media market (submitted)

Demography of science news in a closed and an open media market:
A comparative content analysis of print and online science news in
Denmark and the United Kingdom

Abstract
Most content analyses of science news are conducted in large Anglo-American media
markets. However, we speculate that the intimacy between sources and journalists in small
media markets can influence science coverage. Here, we present a comparative analysis of
Danish and British newspaper science news in 2012. We find that in both countries science
news amounts to about 4 % of the total news flow. We also observe that Danish science
news more often than British science news is triggered by political events, gives priority to
national stories and includes more coverage of humanities and social sciences. Contrary,
British science news is more traditional and favours stories on health and the natural
sciences often triggered by a journal article. We attribute these differences to intimacy
between the public, media, political and scientific spheres in Denmark partly rooted in a
closed corporatist media market compared to an open liberal market in the UK.

Keywords: Science news; science journalism; science communication; science news
triggers, public understanding of science
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Introduction
In the UK about 80 science journalists are working in the national media (Williams and
Clifford 2009). In Denmark, the number is around 11. The UK has 109 universities
compared to Denmark’s seven. The UK has a population of 63 million and almost the
entire population speaks English, recognized as the language of science (Gordin 2015). The
Danish population consists of 5.5 million people and the vast majority speak Danish as a
first language.
While the UK media market is large, open and complex science news in Denmark
works under different conditions: a small, state-subsidized market where Danish is more or
less the only language used (Bromley 2009; Jauert 2009). As a result close ties between
science communication stakeholders have been documented (Kjærgaard 2008; Meyer
2014), while the gaps and tensions between the public and the scientific community
documented in the UK are vague in a Danish context (Meyer 2014).
These cultural traits have been shown to influence the framing and discourses of
science in Danish mass media (Kjærgaard 2008; Meyer 2014), but no comparative study has
been carried out to test if differences in small and large media markets affect demographic
traits such as the sources and triggers for science news.
The majority of studies on mass media coverage of science are done in AngloAmerican countries. Schaefer (2012) in a meta-analysis of 215 publications revealed how 32
% were carried out in the USA and 26 % in the UK. This big country favouritism and lack
of cultural diversity in the literature runs the risk of skewing the academic debate on mass
media attitudes towards science (Kjærgaard 2008; Bauer et al. 2006). For example, Bauer et
al. in a report based on a survey among science journalists worldwide showed how the
sense of crisis of science journalism is more prevalent in Europe, the USA and Canada
than in Latin America, and how more people in Asia and Africa think ‘the future of science
journalism is exciting’ (Bauer et al. 2013). Still the idea of a crisis has been internationally
agenda setting. Similarly, there is an on going discussion about the decline of science
specialists employed by mass media; which has been empirically supported in the UK
(Williams and Clifford 2009). However, in Denmark no such decline can be confirmed. An
email inquiry performed by the authors shows how the number of science journalists
employed by national media in Denmark was identical at 11 in 1999 and 2012.
The aim of this study is to compare science news in the UK and Denmark in order
to locate small versus large country anomalies through content analysis. The Danish dataset
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follows from a previous study of Danish science news, which compared 693 print and
online newspaper science news articles in 1999 and 2012 (Vestergaard and Nielsen 2015),
whereas the British dataset will be sampled and coded uniquely for this study. Both online
and print science news articles were collected from three newspapers in each country from
a specific November week in 2012.
Science journalism culture in Denmark and the UK
Hallin and Mancini (2004) compared media systems of 18 Western democracies including
the UK and Denmark. The UK media market in particular stood out in comparison with
other North European countries as being more market-dominated and less (self-)regulated.
Typically, Northern European countries like Denmark would tend to favour a kind of
organized or segmented pluralism with historical roots in the strong party press at the turn
of the 19th century. Hallin and Mancini used the term ‘democratic corporatist’ to
characterize such media systems with their relatively strong ties to government and strong
focus on stimulating democratic deliberation with a high degree of inclusion of all
important social groups in the mediated political process of gaining consensus (see also
Kelly 1983). The UK system in contrast, described as a liberal or North Atlantic model due
to its affinity to the USA and Canadian media systems, has a neutral, but strictly
commercial press doing more information-oriented journalism. In short the UK media
system remains open, diverse and oriented towards the global market, whereas the Danish
system is more closed and adapted to the national context.
Hallin and Mancini do not make assumptions about media content, but certain
features in science journalism cultures are linked to media systems. Thus, the democratic
corporatist media system together with a unique language setting and the structures of a
small media market seen in Denmark nurture intimacy between journalists, politicians and
scientists. Numerous examples highlight these entanglements.
Kjærgaard (2008) used news about nanotechnology published in Danish newspapers
between 1996 and 2006 to show how the framing of science news is closely linked to the
national agenda on nanotechnology provided by government policy-making and research
initiatives.
Meyer (2014) in a discourse analysis of Danish, German and UK news on gene
therapy 1992-1996 found that the same journalist wrote one third of the Danish articles
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and three referenced sources represented 20 % of all sources. No such concentration was
found in the UK sample.
Another example of the close connections between policy, science and media in
Denmark is the state funded online media Videnskab.dk, which is the largest national
distributor of science news.
This Danish consensus-coverage stands in opposition to the scorning of some
British media for being anti GMO, (Cook, Robbins, and Pieri 2006) and anti global
warming (Boykoff 2008). In the UK, for example, a Science Media Centre was established
in 2002 as a response to poor and distorted science news. The idea of a Danish Science
Media Centre was briefly discussed but abandoned in 2012. Similarly anti-science attitudes
have been attributed to segments of the British public (Jensen 2008), and Meyer (2014)
found in her discourse analysis that while scientists were described as ‘level-headed’,
‘curious’ and ‘observant’; politics, religion, the general public and the media were often
described as ‘opposites of science’ (p. 9). She also found that the public was described as
lacking ‘scientific literacy’. Even former Prime minister Tony Blair addressed the antiscience attitudes in the public (Jensen 2008).
The perceived harmony in the Danish science journalism landscape, therefore, stands
in contrast to the gaps and tensions in the UK domain perhaps due to different media
systems and big-country demographics that mean segments and stakeholders are not often
in contact with each other.
Because of government subsidies, Denmark also has a relative high prevalence of
newspapers compared to its size with 10 daily publications. Four of them, Jyllandsposten,
Politiken, MetroXpress and Weekendavisen feature weekly, dedicated science sections or science
pages. In the UK the situation is quite the opposite. Though the UK is ten times the size of
Denmark, the number of national daily newspaper publications is 15, only slightly higher
than in Denmark. Science sections have seen a steady decline since the 1990s (Williams and
Clifford 2009), and only the Observer, the Sunday equivalent to the daily newspaper the
Guardian, featured a science section in 2012. The Times closed their science section in 2012.
The tabloids Daily Mail, Daily Express, The Sun and the Mirror all have dedicated health
sections or health pages but the scientific content of them are questionable and are mostly
centred around dieting and exercise.
Apparently, there is a substantial readership and availability of newspaper science
sections in Denmark not present in the UK. This factor supports the claim that the public,
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media and science spheres are closely linked in Denmark. However, Danish science
journalism was professionalized much later then in the UK. The Danish Science Journalism
Association (Danske Videnskabsjournalister) was founded in 1976, compared to the
Association of British Science Writers being established in 1947. Even in a Scandinavian
context Danish science journalism developed slowly (Nielsen 2014).
This slow professionalization of science journalism is linked to the small
geographical and language-unique area of Denmark. Danish science journalists cannot
afford to specialize but need to cover broad ranges of scientific fields, as Danish
newspapers have a limited number of subscribers and poor options for international
expansion. Secondly, as the language of science is English, a translation process is often
needed, which is time-consuming. The exclusive language area also causes a sense of
language protectionism manifested in numerous political debates about language
preservation and a specific language policy (Dansk Sprognævn 2012). The language
constraints strengthen the intimacy between national scientific sources and the few science
journalists.
The closeness between sources and journalists in Denmark is also manifested in
specific science journalism routines. For example, despite broad condemnation of the
practice of letting sources review and fact-check entire article manuscript (Kiernan 2006;
Bhattacharya 2011) this is routinely done among Danish science journalists (Vestergaard
2014). Danish journalists in general are also known for including a large number of
university experts in their articles, who comment on current political events uncontended
(Togeby, Albæk, and Christiansen 2002).
Combined Denmark represents a small, closed media market, with strong intimacy
between scientific sources and journalists not prevalent in the open and large media market
of the UK. We suspect these features are reflected in science news content.
Cross-country studies of science news
Comparative cross-country studies of science news are rare. The most comprehensive is a
content analysis of UK and Bulgarian news carried out by Bauer, Petkova, Boyadjieva and
Gornev (2006). They compared science news in the Daily Telegraph (UK) and in the
Rabotnichesko Delo/Duma (Bulgaria) from 1946 to 1995 (1992 for the Telegraph). They
concluded that British newspapers carried considerably more science news than Bulgarian
while the historical fluctuations were identical. Following a period of fluctuation, the
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amount of science news increased from the 1980s onwards in both countries. However,
British science news more often reported on controversial subjects and journalists were
often non-partisan compared to Bulgaria. The authors attributed this finding to the fact
that Bulgarian newspapers were an ‘instrument of Party propaganda’ during the cold war
(Bauer et al. 2006).
As mentioned above, Meyer (2014) conducted a discourse analysis of British,
German and Danish news related to gene therapy between 1992 and 1996. She highlighted
how cultural understandings of science affect science coverage and especially notes that the
old-fashioned understanding of science journalism as the translation and popularization of
science for the benefit of the public is particularly dominant in the UK: ‘British material
appears as an archetypal example, emphasized by statements that the public should be
taught that ‘science is good for you’.’ (p 12).
Currently, the large multi-country project Mapping the Cultural Authority of Science
(MACAS) is underway, but no results have yet been published.
Trends in mass media coverage of science
A significant number of scholars have analysed the quantity and demography of science
news.
In terms of quantity, Krieghbaum in 1942 showed that about 5 % of non-advertising
space was dedicated to science reporting in 97 American newspapers from 1939 to 1941.
Bauer et al. (1995) confirmed this percentage when they analysed 6000 articles from seven
daily British newspapers from 1946 to 1990. Bauer et al. also documented a rise in science
coverage, which has since been confirmed across countries: Italy (Bucchi and Mazzolini
2003), Bulgaria (Bauer et al. 2006), Germany (Elmer, Badenschier, and Wormer 2008) and
by scholars in the USA (Pellechia 1997; Clark and Illman 2006). However, surprisingly, the
science coverage in Danish newspapers remained unchanged from 1999 to 2012 at 4 %
(Vestergaard and Nielsen 2015). Groves, Figuerola and Quintanilla (2015) reached a similar
result when they analysed Spanish online science news from 2002 to 2011. In absolute
terms the quantity of science news quadrupled, but in relative terms the amount of science
coverage remained steady at around 7 %.
Regarding demographic traits such as the origin of science news, many scholars have
scrutinized the use of scientific journals as news triggers. Multiple studies show that
approximately half or more of science news stories stem from journal articles (Clark and
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Illman 2006; European Commission 2007; Suleski and Ibaraki 2010; de Semir, Ribas, and
Revuelta 1998).
In recent years it has been shown how some scientific fields are becoming
politicized, because scientific results are increasingly being used in political decision-making
(Weingart, Engels, and Pansegrau 2000). Elmer et al. (2008) documented how scientific
events such as new research discoveries were no longer the predominant trigger for science
news in the 2000s, instead stories were likely to be the result of non-scientific triggers such
as policy making, natural disasters and general trends in society covered with a scientific
angle (Elmer et al. 2008).
Looking at the geographical origin of science news, Vestergaard and Nielsen (2015)
found that 30 % of Danish science news was based on foreign trigger events and less than
a fifth of the interviewed sources were foreign in 2012. Bauer et al. (1995) have previously
shown how about a third (27 %) of UK articles were based on foreign events, but this was
before the Internet boom and the subsequent abundant availability of foreign science news
material online.
Fanelli (2013) studied the publicity effect of scientific articles receiving press
coverage in the UK and Italy in 2008 and 2009. The effect was much stronger in the UK
where scientific studies got 63 % or more citations if they appeared in a British newspaper
compared to 16 % if the study appeared in an Italian newspaper. She assumes that
‘English-speaking newspapers have a wider, more international readership, whilst nonEnglish speaking media are limited to scientists from one country’ (Fanelli 2013).
When analysing the flow of science news the circulation within the media outlets
reveals the amount of original material compared to copied, stolen or paraphrased material
already published elsewhere. Tracking media sources also highlights the flow of news
across borders and across platforms; hence from foreign to national media, and from print
to online, and vice versa.
The trend towards less original produced science news is well documented. Only 23
% of European science journalists report that most of their stories are based on original
research (European Commission 2007), and Bubela and Caulfield found, when studying
articles on genetic research, that only 20 % of the articles were written by in-house journalists (Bubela and Caulfield 2004). In general journalism more than half of all online news is
copied from other media outlets or news agencies (Lund, Willig, and Blach-Ørsten 2009;
Wurff and Lauf 2005). Vestergaard and Nielsen (2015) confirmed this trend, when they
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reported that only 58 % of science news in 2012 was original. An increase in the use of
foreign media sources was also found.
A limited number of empirical studies include online science news. Though the academic field of online news is booming (Boczkowski 2005; Karlsson 2010; Gasher 2007;
Wurff and Lauf 2005). So far no distinct differences in content between offline and online
science news have been detected (Habel, Liddon, and Stryker 2009; Hyde 2006; Gerhards
and Schäfer 2010; Cacciatore et al. 2012; Brossard 2013; Wilson et al. 2009), though structural differences are visible. Online articles are generally shorter than offline articles and
include fewer sources according to Hyde (2006).
Method
The methodology of this study rests on the use of quantitative methods to analyse media
messages developed by Riffe, Lacy and Fico (2005) and the broader statistical approach to
content analysis outlined by Krippendorff (2013). The sampling is inspired by the
continuing research project A News Week in Denmark where all news items published in a
given November week in 1999 and again in 2008 and 2011 were coded (Lund 2013; Lund,
Willig, and Blach-Ørsten 2009). The coding frame is identical to that of Vestergaard and
Nielsen (2015), which was an adaptation of the one used with A News Week in Denmark
for science news.
Data sampling
To secure the highest level of validity three similar newspapers from each country were
selected; two high quality and one tabloid newspaper including their corresponding online
versions. From Denmark: Jyllands-Posten (jyllands-posten.dk), Politiken (politiken.dk), and BT
(bt.dk). From The UK: The Guardian (guardian.com), The Daily Telegraph (telegraph.co.uk)
and The Daily Mail (MailOnline/dailymail.co.uk). We also included the respective Sunday
editions The Observer, The Sunday Telegraph and Mail on Sunday.
The week selected for data collection was November 12-18 in 2012. It has been
emphasized that using a constructed week is statistically more robust than using a continuous week (Krippendorff 2013), though Krippendorff does not explicitly disregard using
continuous weeks overall, and other scholars have done so previously (Riffe, Aust, and
Lacy 1993). Continuous weeks in news studies do have the advantage of tracking the
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developments of specific news stories over the course of several days as well as disclosing
duplications between online and print publications.
We define science news as editorial content focusing on scientific knowledge,
findings, methods, processes, opinions, events or institutions within all scientific fields. We
operationalized our science news definition by using the following search terms to extract
articles from Infomedia: researcher, science, journal, research, knowledge, survey, study,
expert, professor and university (in Danish: forsker, videnskab, tidsskrift, forskning, viden,
undersøgelse, studie, ekspert, professor, universitet). Note that the Danish term for science,
‘videnskab,’ like the German ‘Wissenschaft,’ includes all faculties. We recognize that in the
UK ‘science’ refers only to the ‘natural sciences’, but given the search criteria this does not
influence the results. This broad definition of science is commonly applied in science news
content studies (Bauer et al. 1995; Bucchi 2003; Elmer et al. 2008).
Articles from Denmark were retrieved from the database Infomedia while the British
articles were retrieved from LexisNexis. A discrepancy between Infomedia and LexisNexis
was detected. LexisNexis included front-page teasers and small notes of only 10-20 words.
To secure reliability, only articles over 50 words from both Infomedia and LexisNexis were
included. A total of 522 articles were retrieved – 167 in Denmark and 355 in the UK. 10
articles in Denmark and 48 articles in the UK were duplets, meaning identical editions were
found online and on print.
Coding frame
Each article was coded manually using ten categorical variables in addition to structural
information about the name and type of the newspaper (quality press or tabloid), length,
publication date and platform (print or online) (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Coding frame
Variable
Academic field

Categories
Natural sciences,
social sciences,
humanities, health,
engineering, science
in general

Triggers

Non-scientific,
scientific, nonscientific and
scientific

Geographical origin of
trigger

Domestic, Foreign,
Domestic and
foreign

Type of scientific trigger
Not applied if trigger is nonscientific

Journal article, new
research without
journal reference,
conference, report or
release, other

Number of interview
subjects
Nationality of interview
subjects
Media source

Same as ‘geographical
origin of trigger’
Original, Domestic
media, foreign media,
news agency, other

Clarifying definitions
Natural sciences: Physics, chemistry,
astronomy, biology etc.
Social sciences: Political science, economy,
law, sociology etc.
Humanities: History, communication, culture,
linguistics, archaeology, religion etc.
Health: Medicine, psychology, sport,
gastronomy etc.
Engineering: Inventions, technological etc.
Science in general: Research policy, research
ethics etc.
Multiple fields: Applied if a primary academic
field is not identifiable
Scientific: Journal article, scientific conference,
opinion expressed by scientist(s) etc.
Non-scientific: Natural events, policy making,
public events etc.
Non-scientific and scientific: Rocket launch,
research policy initiatives etc.
Domestic: Research from domestic
institutions, events in the national science
community etc.
Foreign: Research from foreign institutions,
international events etc.
Domestic and foreign: International research
with national contribution or international
events with a specific national news angle
Journal article: Peer review articles published
in journals
New research without journal reference: New
research without explicit journal reference
Conference: Scientific conferences
Report or release: Publication or
announcement of non-peer reviewed surveys
and articles, PhD theses, book release, videos
etc.
Subjects named and quoted in the article that
have a scientific affiliation
Original: No media source identified, indicating that this may be an original news story
not previously published by other news media
Domestic/foreign media: The story is based
on an existing news item found in domestic or
foreign media

The code ‘academic field’ characterizes the academic field most prominent in the article
and is indexed according to the main faculties most commonly used in Denmark: natural,
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health, social sciences and the humanities. We include ‘science in general’ in order to code
articles that pertain to science as such, and we use the category ‘multiple fields’ to code
articles, where there was no prominent academic field. The code ‘trigger’ captures the type
of event that demonstrably led to the publication of the article. If the trigger event is
explicitly scientific, such as the publication of new research, it is coded as ‘scientific trigger.’
In this case, the supplementary code ‘scientific trigger’ is used to retrieve more detailed
information. The code ‘geographical origin of trigger’ is used to recover information about
whether the trigger event is Danish or foreign, or both. The number of interview subjects
is coded, as well as their nationality. The code ‘media sources’ captures stories that have
been produced and pre-published by other media or news agencies. If the news item is
exclusive (not cited from another media outlet) it is coded as ‘original’. Note that news
triggered by press releases would be coded ‘original’ unless there is a reference to other
media or news agencies. A preliminary coding revealed that the current methodology is
inadequate in detecting the use of press releases.
One author [NN, name suppressed due to peer review] examined each of the articles,
while another [NN, name suppressed due to peer review] co-coded 10 %, the amount required for testing inter-coder reliability (Krippendorff, 2013). The subsequent test revealed
Krippendorff’s alpha levels from 0.816 to 0.963, which means the results are reliable.
Some specific journalistic differences in practices discovered during the coding required
modifications to the original coding scheme. In Denmark science news articles triggered by
a journal article were easy to locate, as the angle of the news article was directly linked to
the journal article. However, some British science news articles could feature more than
one reference to scientific articles. Therefore, only references to journals and scientific articles
could be coded without making conclusive claims about whether or not the journal article
was the news triggering event or used as supplementary information.
Similarly, the use of other media sources was not restricted to one per article in the
UK as it was in Denmark, and therefore the media origin of the story was harder to locate
in the UK than in Denmark. If the article included media sources but was characterized as
an independent background article or providing a summary of recent events, the article was
coded as ‘original’.
An alignment between some British articles was observed though no media source
was cited. We suspect the tradition of citing news agencies explicitly in news articles was
weaker in the UK than in Denmark, and we therefore extracted news telegrams from Reu-
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ters, Press Association and Associated Press from LexisNexis and compared them to the
British articles to identify identical texts.
Results
Before elaborating on the quantitative results we will highlight some empirical
observations. First of all, the lack of similarities in science news coverage is striking. Only
seven science news stories covered in 27 articles (15 Danish and 12 British) appeared in
both UK and Danish papers: How coffee can make you more positive, the bacterial life in
the belly button, women’s intuition to spot depression (the story was triggered by a journal
article in PLOS ONE, though the journal’s name was only cited in the UK articles), the
discovery of the oldest spearhead, the link between influenza and autism, the sequencing of
the pig genome and the opening of Tycho Brahe’s grave. This observation points towards
an unexpected heterogeneity in the selection of science news among editors.
The use of university researchers as commentators on political issues was not strong
in the UK articles, which excluded many political stories from the sample, as they did not
include a scientific angle. This applies to stories about the Gaza crisis and inauguration of
the new Chinese president Xi Jinping, which were included in the Danish sample because
of the presence of social science researchers. However, the use of ‘experts’ from charities,
human rights groups, think tanks etc. was prevalent in the UK sample. Even though this
type of articles was not categorized as science news, they nuance the results on the
politicization of science news as we will elaborate on below.
The Solar eclipse in Australia on 13-14 November received coverage in both the UK
and Denmark, but no Danish articles included a scientific angle.
Relative amounts of science news
Comparing relative amounts of newspaper coverage is always difficult as the smallest
details in data sampling can influence the result. Here, data from Infomedia are compared to
data from LexisNexis, but as previously highlighted the two databases don’t use the same
algorithms. All headlines for all news items were screened and we found a number of book
reviews and opinion articles in the LexisNexis search despite the attempt to eliminate them.
Also, it seems there was a higher number of duplets in the LexisNexis search, which can
explain that the relative frequencies for science coverage were lower than expected in the
UK sample.
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However, the relative amount of science coverage in Denmark and the UK were
roughly identical. In Denmark, 3.3 % of all news was about science (CI: 2.3-4.3 %, alpha =
0.05). In the UK the amount was 2.9 % (CI: 1.9-3.9 %, alpha = 0.05) (see table 3).
Interestingly, the individual highest score in both countries came from the tabloids. BT.dk
had the highest relative amount of science coverage in Denmark at 5.0 %, and The Daily
Mail and MailOnline had the highest in the UK at 4.8 % and 3.6 % respectively (see table
2).
Note that the article length on average is slightly higher in the UK, but there were
some significant outliers in the UK sample as some weekend articles exceeded 2000 words.
Also of interest, some of the longest articles were featured in The Daily Mail and
MailOnline, which contradict the theorized tabloidization and online trend towards shorter
articles.
Table 2: Science coverage in individual newspapers
Absolute
Newspaper
FQ
Relative FQ
The Guardian all
2098
The Guardian science
17
1%
Guardian.co.uk all
750
Guardian.co.uk science
21
3%
The Daily Telegraph all
2351
The Daily Telegraph Science
61
3%
Telegraph.co.uk
2456
Telegraph.co.uk science
73
3%
The Daily Mail all
848
The Daily Mail science
41
5%
MailOnline all
4524
MailOnline Science
162
4%
BT all
BT science
Jyllands-Posten all
Jyllands-Posten science
Politiken all
Politiken science
BT.dk all
BT.dk science
Jp.dk all
Jp.dk science
Politiken.dk all
Politiken.dk science

693
14
1100
42
824
27
685
34
623
18
1177
32

2%
4%
3%
5%
3%
3%
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Table 3: results

Number of science news articles
Average word count per article
Academic field
Natural sciences
Social sciences
Humanities
Health
Engineering
Science in general
Multiple fields
Total

Denmark
167
472

United Kingdom
355
549

20
47
38
55
3
3
1
167

12%
28%
23%
33%
2%
2%
1%
100%

88
26
31
188
15
7
0
355

25%
7%
9%
53%
4%
2%
0%
100%

Triggers
Scientific
Nonscientific
Nonscientific and scientific
Other
Total

79
85
3

47%
51%
2%

280
62
13

79%
17%
4%

167

100%

355

100%

Geographical origin
Domestic
Foreign
Domestic and foreign
Total

112
50
5
167

67%
30%
3%
100%

156
179
20
355

44%
51%
6%
100%

32
20
0
16
10
78

41%
26%
0%
21%
13%
100%

150
61
18
9
49
287

52%
21%
6%
3%
17%
100%

36
94
34
3
167

21%
56%
21%
2%
100%

58
192
74
31
355

17%
54%
21%
9%
100%

Scientific trigger
Journal
Unpublished new research
Conference
Other scientific report or release
Other
Total
Interview subjects
No subject
One subject
Two subjects
More subjects
Total
Nationality of subjects

79

Danish
Foreign
Total

146
25
171

85%
15%
100%

219
228
447

49%
51%
100%

Media origin
Own research
100
60%
Other national media
34
20%
News agency
21
13%
Other foreign media
12
7%
Total
167
100%
*Chi-square tests were all significant at p<.05 or lower.

298
28
9
20
355

78%
8%
8%
6%
100%

Academic field
Surprisingly, the trend towards stronger coverage of the humanities and social sciences in
Denmark was not evident in the UK. Natural sciences with 25 % (12 % in Denmark) and
health with 53 % (33 % in Denmark) was dominant in the UK, whereas the social sciences
only accounted for 7 % (28 % in Denmark) and the humanities for 9 % (23 % in
Denmark). The previous claim that the UK press favours traditional scientific fields was
therefore confirmed.
Triggers
Building on the results about academic fields, the division between a stringent scientific
focus in the UK and a more fluent field-crossing coverage in Denmark becomes stronger
when analysing trigger events.
In the UK stories triggered by scientific events such as journal articles or scientific
conferences was dominant with 79 %. In Denmark the division between non-scientific and
scientific triggers was almost fifty-fifty.
Of course the high prevalence of non-scientific trigger events in Denmark could be
due to the high use of university ‘experts’ from especially the social sciences to comment
on political issues, whereas UK media use experts from non-university organisations.
However, when exclusively looking at the triggers for news on natural sciences and health,
the difference is still obvious. About 18 % of UK news on health and natural sciences was
triggered by a non-scientific event whereas the equivalent percentage of Danish science
news was 33 %. It can therefore be confirmed that the mixing of non-scientific topics with
scientific perspectives is the strongest in Denmark.
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References to scientific journals
With the boom in PR activities from journals it was not surprising to find journal articles to
be referenced in 41 % of Danish science news triggered by a scientific event and 52 % in
the UK sample. Of all science news articles, regardless of a scientific or non-scientific
trigger, the differences become more vivid. Only 19 % of all Danish science news included
references to scientific journals whereas it was 42 % in the UK – because of the high
number of science news stories triggered by a scientific event. This result endorses the
finding by Meyer (2014) that the UK emphasizes the translational purpose of science news
and the diffusion of scientific knowledge from the scientific community e.g. journals to the
public.
Geographical origin
As highlighted in the introduction it has been claimed that smaller non-English speaking
countries favour national research. This is also evident here. Whereas the UK media do not
prefer domestic triggered science news to international news, the Danish media have a
strong preference towards domestic news with 67 % of all science news being triggered by
a national event.
Interview subjects
There was no significant difference between the number of interview subjects used per
article. This was surprising in itself as there are manifold more scientific sources available in
the UK than in Denmark, and as shown above UK articles are longer on average. Two
thirds of the articles in both countries included none or one interview subject, whereas the
use of three or more subjects was a rarity. However, the preference for national sources
was only present in Denmark where 85 % of all interview subjects were Danish. Despite
the use of international journals, the national orientation of science news is strong in
Denmark as predicted.
Original material versus media sources
The UK newspapers had a much higher prevalence of original material compared to
material copied from other media or news agencies, as 78 % did not include any reference
to other media sources. Before comparing the media texts with feeds from news agencies,
as highlighted above, the number was 84 %. Only 8 % was based on stories in other
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national media, 6 % from foreign media and 8 % came from news agencies. In Denmark
the numbers were 20 %, 7 % and 13 % respectively. It would be necessary to qualitatively
analyse the cultural differences between journalistic practices in the two countries to
understand if the discrepancy stems from different citation standards or indeed different
priorities given to original material.

Discussion
Our results indicate that there are pronounced differences to how Danish newspapers
cover science compared to UK ones. UK newspapers tend to report on health and the
natural sciences, while Danish newspapers adopt a broader, more inclusive approach that
also embraces the social sciences and the humanities. UK newspapers prefer international
science news, whereas Danish science news tends to originate from national triggers and
includes national sources. Finally, science news in UK newspapers is more likely to be
triggered by scientific events (most notably, new publications in scientific journals), while
Danish science news is just as likely to be triggered by events outside of science, for
example political events.
Still some cross-country similarities could be detected. The relative amount of
science news, the length of the articles and the number of interview subjects were roughly
aligned in the two countries. This indicates that science coverage structurally follows a
universal template, whereas the cultural differences are mostly related to sources and
triggers.
We suggest the application of a scientific angle to societal topics together with a
strong nationalistic focus when selecting newsworthy events and sources reflect the
intimate relationship between media, science and politics in Danish society. In this case,
Danish media portray a sense of protective nationalistic approach to science, which
resonates with previous research and with a closed democratic corporative media market.
The UK science news on the contrary reflects a more internationalized open media market
with science news being separated from the political sphere and traditionally angled.
Of course, language barriers also affect the priority of national stories in Denmark.
Journalists are trained to read and write in their native language and to make news relevant,
important and interesting in the national context. All other things being equal, this means
that journalists in non-English speaking countries will opt for science news presented to
them in their mother tongue.
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This study is limited by the small sample sizes from consecutive weeks. To confirm
the diverging comparative results outlined here more cross-country studies are required. In
all, science news content is heavily influenced by cultural and media market contexts.
Therefore, the Anglo-American dominated literature needs to be expanded to include small
non-English speaking countries in order to comprehend the current global trends in
newspaper science reporting.
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Article four: Medialization trends in popular and
elite science news (submitted)

Medialization trends in popular and elite science news
Abstract
Popular science coverage is rarely examined, though speculated to be increasing due to the
medialization of science. Here, a comparative content analysis of Danish popular and elite
science news for 2012 is presented. Online popular science news was found to be
particularly abundant and tended to reference scientific journals more often than elite
news. Yet, popular news also de-emphasized the authority of scientific institutions, and
overall presented a more egalitarian science reporting. Such intensive and egalitarian
science coverage is associated with medialization. Here it is suggested that popular papers,
more so than elite papers, exploit the online boom in sensational ready-made news material
from scientific institutions making them exceptionally responsive to medialization.
Keywords
Popular press; medialization; science journalism; science news
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With their bold headlines, scandalous content and nosy reporters, popular papers or
tabloids have always been considered outcasts in mass media circles. Regarding science
news studies a general unwillingness to include them has prevailed (Maeseele &
Schuurman, 2008), despite the lack of empirical evidence that popular press science
coverage is inferior to elite coverage in terms of quantity and quality (Evans, Krippendorf,
Yoon, Posluszny, & Thomas, 1990; Mazur, 1999; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004; Weitkamp,
2003). Others emphasize how popular newspaper circulations in many countries are greater
than or similar to that of elite papers, which legitimizes their inclusion in content analyses
(Boykoff, 2008; Henderson & Kitzinger, 1999; Maeseele & Schuurman, 2008; S. H. Priest
& Eyck, 2003). Readers of the popular press are perceived as belonging to less resourceful
socio-economic classes often described as “the man in the street” and therefore are
deemed to have different media preferences and habits to the readers of the elite press.
These demographic-dependent reception and perception differences ultimately influence
how science is portrayed in the popular press. As Hoeppner (2010) noted, the “ideological
culture” of the popular press not only influences its readers but also affects how reader
opinion is presented and nurtured. Hence, popular science coverage is unique from a
public understanding of science perspective.
Still, the research literature is heavily biased toward the elite press (Nisbet &
Lewenstein, 2002; S. H. Priest & Eyck, 2003). Schäfer (2010) in his review article on media
coverage of science found that: “Within print media, authors tend to analyse national elite
(or quality) newspapers and broadsheet[s]” (p 656).
Maeseele and Schuurman (2008) offer three explanations for why the popular press
is disregarded in science communication. Firstly, it is assumed that the elite press is the
facilitator of scientific discussions. Indirectly disproving this claim, Maeseele and
Schuurman mention previous studies that have shown how local media — but not
necessarily the popular press — have initiated scientific debates (Nisbet & Lewenstein,
2002; Priest & Eyck, 2004). Nevertheless, media scholars often depict the elite press as the
predominant agenda-setting media (Carvalho, 2007; Lund, Willig, & Blach-Ørsten, 2009;
Schäfer, 2010). Secondly, it is assumed that the elite press informs decision makers about
public opinion on certain scientific topics. However, the elite press primarily caters to the
elite (i.e., a small, well-educated part of the population) and therefore cannot be regarded as
the most prominent public opinion source. The third explanation is pragmatic: elite
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newspapers are more comprehensively stored in databases and hence more accessible over
time.
One could add a fourth explanation resting on the assumption that well-educated
researchers in science communication simply do not read popular papers and therefore
disregard them in their academic work. This explanation also gains credence from the
dominant use of the normative concept “elite press” in the literature.
However, recent trends in science communication make it difficult to continue to
ignore the popular papers in science news studies. In the late 1990s science communication
scholars noticed an increased attention towards mass media among scientific institutions
and likewise an upgrading of science coverage in the media, mostly stemming from an
awareness of the entanglement of political and scientific topics along with a focus on the
need for the public legitimization of science. Weingart (2001) coined the development as a
medialization of science. The effect would be a more extensive, plural, egalitarian and
controversial mass media science coverage (Schäfer, 2009). These trends have been linked
to the proliferation of online tools, which mitigates between scientific institutions and
media outlets (Vestergaard & Nielsen, 2015a). Ready-made material such as email press
packages and press release databases from universities and scientific journals push science
news material towards the media. It has, therefore, been speculated that the World Wide
Web assists in spreading science news from elite territories to areas with diverse socioeconomic segments such as online newspapers and the popular press (Vestergaard &
Nielsen, 2015a). This impact of medialization on popular science news content is, however,
poorly understood. Fewer specialized science journalists could mean a higher susceptibility
to PR material from scientific institutions, whereas a traditional oppositional stance
towards power structures suggests a more critical coverage among popular papers. Here, a
comparative quantitative and supplementary qualitative content analysis of elite and
popular science news was carried out with a specific focus on identifying medialization
trends through an examination of the amount of coverage, sources and triggers, as well as a
qualitative study of the presentation of science.
The data presented was extracted from a corpus collected for a comparative study of
Danish science news in 1999 and 2012 (Vestergård & Nielsen, 2015a). Denmark is a small
media market, which means that the total number of elite and popular news items could be
mapped with few resources. Also, there is an Anglo-American bias in the science
communication literature (Schäfer, 2010). Hence, there is a vacuum to be filled with studies
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of science news performed not only on popular papers but also in small, language-unique
settings.
The rise of the popular press
The popular press dates back to the Penny Press, which originated in the USA in the 1830s
(Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004). The Penny Press offered short, inexpensive and easy-to-read
news that largely pertained to crime, scandals, gossip and tragedies for the newly literate
masses. As a specific newspaper genre the popular press was cemented with the arrival of
tabloid newspapers in the 1910s in the UK and 1920s in the USA (Bird, 2009). The word
“tabloid” etymologically means a small tablet of compressed drugs and originally referred
to a layout format that was more compact than broadsheet, but today’s term “tabloid”
refers to a specific sensationalistic and often scorned journalism style (Bird, 2009). The
focus is on high readability, identification and entertainment, often written in a more
emotionally charged language compared to a neutral observational style in elite papers
(Conboy, 2013).
However, a clear academic definition of popular and tabloid news does not exist
(Bird, 2009; Harrington, 2008; Serazio, 2009). Moreover, the concepts of a “popular press”
and “tabloids” are intertwined in the literature (Mascha, 2011). Indeed, some scholars have
argued that the distinction between tabloids/popular press and broadsheet/elite
newspapers is invalid in a modern web-based media landscape (Harrington, 2008). Though,
most newspapers identify themselves as either elite or popular, which is convenient for
empirical research. In this study an operational definition will be applied that follows the
categorizations used by the media industry. Tabloid journalism is here characterized as an
abridged, easy-to-read, sensationalistic newswriting style aimed at the less privileged classes.
The notions of “popular press” and “tabloids” will both appear in the following, but
“popular press” is used generically, whereas “tabloids” refer to specific papers in relevant
studies and contexts. “Elite papers” is used as a collective name for “broadsheet”,
“prestigious” and “quality” papers. No adequate, non-normative description exists,
whereas “elite” is the most common concept in the literature.
The popular press has always been the subject of condemnation. It has been
described as “trash” (Bird, 1992) and the “dark side of journalism” (Harrington, 2008). It is
accused of prioritizing entertainment over investigative journalism, and non-flattering
neologisms such as “bonk journalism,” “newszak” and “infotainment” constantly appear
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(Franklin, 2008). As Örnebring and Jönsson (2004) observed, tabloid journalism has simply
been synonymous with “bad journalism.”
However, the negative attitudes towards the popular press and not least the current
perceived “tabloidization” of mass media (Bird, 2009; Esser, 1999) have been questioned.
First of all, the popular press gave the less privileged and newly literate classes a media
voice in society. Thereby, they were empowered to influence democratic decisions
(Caldwell, 2011). As argued, the popular press put news into the hands of “the people” and
created “a new, more open and more egalitarian public sphere” (Lumby & O’Neil, 1994).
The alternative popular press culture therefore creates a counter-position against the
power dominance of the elite. This can be viewed as a healthy democratic development. At
least, as Gans (2009) notes, researchers have never proven that “popular failure to follow
high-culture standards results in physical or psychological harm to members of society or
society as a whole” (p. 20).
Indeed, outside of a Western context the popular press is currently mobilizing new
segments of the public by expanding newspaper readership to the lower classes. In South
Africa, for example, the emerging tabloid culture has been described as enhancing the
democratic power of the public by questioning the economic elite and the established
power structures (Caldwell, 2011; Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010). These empowering features
of the tabloids have also been observed in Mexico and in the former Soviet republics in
Eastern Europe (Bird, 2009).
Also, with regard to science coverage, the popular press has the ability to deemphasize the authority of the scientific community and empower the public on scientific
topics (Hoeppner, 2010). This study will examine this claim in particular, as a de-emphasis
of scientific authority would comply with the proposed egalitarianism that follows from a
medialization of science.
A comment on the unique popular press culture in Denmark should be added. The
British tabloids are notorious for using paparazzi techniques, invading private life and
indulging in coverage of sexual scandals (Coward, 2007; Uribe & Gunter, 2004). Likewise,
US supermarket tabloids are infamous for containing a high number of fictional stories
(Glynn, 1993) as well as stories about paranormal and religious phenomena (Bird, 2009).
Traditionally, the two Danish tabloids BT and Ekstra Bladet were more like the German
equivalents and prioritized political topics (Mascha, 2011). Both Danish tabloids have,
however, recently abandoned a gossip style in favor of sensationalistic reporting in close
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alliance with reader preferences (Berlingske, 2003). Especially BT resembles the UK midmarket tabloid the Daily Mail, which is categorized as a typical working class paper
(Hoeppner, 2010). However, Danish tabloids have lost a substantial number of print
readers during recent decades and are considered a niche, whereas their online versions are
among the most visited newspaper websites (Jauert & Søndergaard, 2007).
Empirical findings on popular press science coverage
Only a minority of studies on science news content includes popular papers. The first were
conducted during the peak era of science journalism in the 1980s, when the number of
science sections in daily newspapers was still growing. This development affected popular
science coverage. Hinkle and Elliott (989) found a high percentage of science news when
analyzing three American elite newspapers and three tabloids (supermarket tabloids) in
1987. The three tabloids included between 5.9 and 13.6 % science material, whereas the
corresponding numbers for the elite papers were between 1.9 and 4.8 %. The authors
attribute the difference to the tabloids favoring health and medicine news. Similar results
were obtained by Evans et al. (1990) who compared two elite American newspapers with
two tabloids, also based on data collected in 1987. The researchers concluded that the two
genres of newspapers “[f]eature the same type of science news in roughly the same proportion[s]” (abstract). However, the authors did find that elite coverage was more
comprehensive, although methodological and contextual information about scientific
studies were often omitted in both newspaper genres.
These early results from the USA conflict with UK observations. In their
comprehensive longitudinal study of British science news, which included 6,000 articles
from four quality newspapers and three popular papers from 1946 to 1990, Bauer, Asdis,
Rudolfsdottir, and Durant, (1995) found the quality press to contain three times as much
science as the popular press. They also found that while elite coverage increased in the
1980s science coverage declined in the tabloids. This suggests differentiated science
coverage in elite and popular papers.
Comparing Bauer et al.’s results to a more recent study by Weitkamp (2003), there
are now hints that popular science coverage is growing. Weitkamp analyzed science,
medical and health coverage in three broadsheets, a mid-sheet and a tabloid in the UK
between 2000-2001. She could not confirm the asynchronous coverage between popular
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and elite papers, but observed an equal number of science stories in the tabloids and the
elite press.
Also in a Danish context there is a historical discrepancy in the number of popular
science news items. If a comparison is made between science coverage in 1999 and 2012,
popular coverage seems to have increased (Vestergaard & Nielsen, 2015a). Likewise,
preliminary results for the UK reveal the online tabloid paper MailOnline to feature the
greatest amount of science news in the UK (Vestergaard & Nielsen, 2015b). This observed
increase could be due to medialization and the availability of online science news material.
The popular press has been blamed for “scientific ignorance” and “anti-science
views” (Nature, 2011), however, such characteristics have not been confirmed empirically.
The few studies that have observed exaggerations and distorting of science in popular
papers are non-comparative (Basu & Hogard, 2008; Mazur, 1989). Mazur, for example,
compared his results on biomedicine coverage in four American supermarket tabloids from
1985 with previous elite newspaper research (Mazur, 1981, 1984). Hereby, he nuanced the
original finding that tabloid science stories are greatly exaggerated and often fictitious. He
stated:
Aside from fakes, which have a special place in the cheapest tabloids, there is a fuzzy boundary
between the tabloid and conventional presses, for the conventionals also have their share of
sensationalism and distortion, from The New York Times on down (Mazur, 1989: p 24).

With regards to reporting on controversial topics such as GMO, both pro- and anti-GMO
views were found in popular and elite papers (Augoustinos, Crabb, & Shepherd, 2010;
Cook, Robbins, & Pieri, 2006). Vicsek (2013) in a Hungarian context found popular papers
to frame GMO more positively than “political” papers. Similarly, the coverage of
biotechnology was found to more often involve a discourse of “hope and promise” than
“concern” in UK tabloids compared to elite papers (Durant, Bauer, & Gosling, 1993).
Of course, these findings do not correspond with the de-emphasizing of power
structures normally accredited to the popular press. However, regarding the coverage of
climate science a more skeptical approach emerges. Boykoff in a series of studies analyzed
the presence of “false balance” in newspaper reporting on climate science (Boykoff, 2007,
2008; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Boykoff & Mansfield, 2008). He argues that the balance
norm in journalism of always considering both sides of an argument would distort science
news, as a small minority of researchers rejecting anthropogenic global warming would be
given disproportionate coverage. Such prevalence of false balance was the highest in UK
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tabloids compared to broadsheets 2000-2006. In a separate discourse analysis of the same
UK tabloid climate news dataset he found that “headlines with tones of fear, misery and
doom were most prevalent” (Boykoff, 2008, p 549). The distortion claims are backed by
Hoeppner (2010) who documented how the UK mid-market tabloid The Daily Mail
magnified disagreements between voters, scientists and politicians in opinion polls in order
to maintain an image of scientific divergence on anthropogenic global warming. It is
speculated that a highly politicized scientific field such as climate science promotes a more
controversial coverage which questions established power regimes.
Regarding the tabloid style of prioritizing identification as news criteria, this is also
evident in science coverage. Viscek (2010) on the representation of stem cell research in
popular papers found that a “considerable part of those writings were soft news articles on
the drama of individual patients” (p 25). A richness of soft news was also found in a
comparative study of popular gene technology coverage in the USA, the UK, France and
Norway between 2005 and 2008 (Carver, Rodland, & Breivik, 2013). Coupled with the
often-cited three news criteria of science news: importance (socio-economic relevance of
the story), surprise (astonishing and exotic news) and usability (advice for daily life)
(Badenschier & Wormer, 2012), it seems popular science news favors usability and surprise
over importance.
A few comparative studies have also reached the overall conclusion that popular
science coverage is too issue-specific to be categorized as a unique journalistic style
(Anderson, Allan, Petersen, & Wilkinson, 2005; E. Jensen, 2012; Maeseele & Schuurman,
2008; Vicsek, 2013).
The existing literature is fragmented but, nonetheless, suggests an increase in
popular science reporting and a representation of science similar to elite coverage except in
stories on politically controversial topics such as climate science where a more skeptical
approach was observed. However, studies of popular science coverage in general are over a
decade old and none include online news. Additionally, the sources and triggers for popular
science news have not been mapped, and hence no systematic comparative overview of
popular and elite science news exists.
It should be noted that this literature review only covers studies that present
comparative results on elite and popular science coverage. Of course, an unknown number
of content studies include popular papers in the overall data sample.
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Medialization of science
Comparing the theoretical and empirical observations of popular science coverage there are
subtle indications that the medialization of science might affect popular science content
differently than elite content.
The idea of a medialization of science is based on numerous empirical studies, which
have shown an increase in science coverage, a pluralistic use of sources, as well as a more
politicized, egalitarian and controversial coverage over the last decades (Carrier &
Weingart, 2009; Schäfer, 2009). In short, science topics are more frequently covered,
discussed and questioned publicly. Thereby, medialization could cause a “dramatic loss of
scientists’ authority” (Braun, Maasen, Weingart, & Wink, 2002). This egalitarian approach
to news is embedded in the tabloid journalism style as shown above.
Medialization trends observed in news content stem from increased PR activities
among scientific institutions and vice versa an unprecedented mass media attention
devoted to science (Gregory & Miller, 1998; Rödder, 2011). Especially the upsurge in PR
activities has attracted scholarly attention, as the previously scattered and individualized
approach to science communication has been institutionalized to better adapt to media
preferences. As Peters (2012) claim:
[i]ndividual researchers and research organizations have institutionalized a communication
approach towards the mass media that implies strong anticipation of media criteria, and,
second, that anticipation of media criteria, strategic orientation and organizational
involvement systematically affect the public construct of science, have repercussions on
the research process, contribute to the governance of science and also increase the political
impact of scientific expertise (217).

A direct consequence of this adaptation to media criteria is a boom in ready-made news
material online, which is often sent out by scientific journals and universities and pushed
towards mass media to secure visibility. Most popular newspapers do not employ science
journalists and, therefore, these “low hanging fruits” (Williams & Clifford, 2009) consisting
of online news stories and press releases often with a sensationalistic headline might be
especially tempting to journalists and editors on popular papers. Medialization could,
therefore, cause an extraordinary influx of science news into popular papers. However,
since the intimacy and alliance between scientists and science journalists has been blamed
for hindering critical science reporting (Gregory & Miller, 1998), the lack of specialized
science journalists could also result in a more unimpressed and egalitarian attitude towards
science.
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A rise in science news in the UK and Danish popular media has already been observed which could tentatively be linked to the availability of online material and not to
increased editorial resources allocated to science journalism.
Quantitative analysis
The focus of this study is to comparatively analyze the existence of certain medialization
trends in elite and popular science content. The quantitative analysis will therefore explore
the quantity of coverage as well as the sources and triggers for news stories in its bid to
detect differences in the influx of material from the scientific community, and also the
degree of politicization of science. The amount of recycling of non-original news material
will also be examined to determine differences in editorial priority given to proactive
original science journalism.
These demographical quantitative data is extracted from a corpus collected for a
comparative study of Danish science news in 1999 and 2012 (Vestergaard & Nielsen,
2015a).
Methodology
From a specific consecutive November week in 2012 all science news articles from elite
and tabloid newspapers, print and online, were sampled. Of course, a constructed week is
preferred in quantitative content analysis, but not exclusively (Riffe, Aust, & Lacy, 1993).
Here, the use of a consecutive week allows for comparison and tracking of coverage across
platforms and genres, enhancing the comparative profile. Since “tabloids” is a wellestablished term in a Danish context, this phrase will be applied in the analyses. Science
news was defined as editorial content with a focus on scientific knowledge, findings,
methods, processes, opinions, events or institutions within all scientific fields. The elite
newspapers include print and online editions of Jyllands-Posten, Politiken, Information,
Berlingske, Kristelig Dagblad, and Weekendavisen. The tabloids include print and online editions
of Ekstra Bladet and BT. A total of 366 articles were collected. Hereafter, a content analysis
was performed and besides measuring the quantity of science coverage and average word
count the following coding categories were applied: “Academic field”, “Trigger event”
(whether the news was triggered by a scientific or a non-scientific political event and
coupled with the supplementary code “Scientific trigger” (whether the scientific event was
a journal article, conference, scientific report etc.)), “Geographical origin” (whether the
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news stem from domestic or foreign events), “Interview subjects”, “Nationality of
interview subjects” and “Media origin” (whether the news was first published in the
newspaper or copied from other news outlets or news agencies). For an overview of all
variables and values see table 2. An inter-coder reliability test revealed Krippendorff’s alpha
coefficients between 0.81 and 0.93, which is generally acceptable.
Results
Looking at the quantity of science news (table 1) the print tabloids BT and Ekstra Bladet
contain a very small number of science news stories. This conflicts with expectations.
However, when the focus is on online news, the opposite is evident. Tabloid online
newspapers publish more than twice as many science news articles as their print versions,
and in terms of relative frequency they include an average amount of science coverage
compared to elite newspapers. Regarding article length, tabloid print news is substantially
shorter than elite news.
Table 1: Frequency of science news
Newspaper

Genre

All news Science news Relative frequency

BT
Ekstra Bladet
Information
Jyllands-Posten
Kristelig Dagblad
Politiken
Berlingske
Weekendavisen
bt.dk
Ekstrabladet.dk
information.dk
jp.dk
Kristelig-Dagblad.dk
politiken.dk
b.dk

Tabloid
Tabloid
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Tabloid
Tabloid
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite

693
761
230
1100
404
824
826
80
585
1229
659
623
392
1177
485

14
8
12
42
32
27
14
18
34
38
30
18
22
32
25

2
1.1
5.2
3.8
7.9
3.3
1.7
23
5.0
3.1
4.6
2.9
5.6
2.7
5.2

Observing the demography of science news (table 2) the similarities between tabloids and
elite papers are striking. The only statistical significant differences were found in the
categories “Academic field”, “Geographical origin” and “Media origin”. Non-significant
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was the diversion between news triggered by a scientific or non-scientific political event,
the use of scientific triggers, and the number of interview subjects and their nationality.
Further differentiating the demography of tabloid and elite news, some prevalent
differences occur, nonetheless. The tabloids favored health news above all, whereas elite
papers preferred the humanities and social sciences. This finding confirms previous results
that have shown that tabloids favor personal and soft news. More unanticipated was the
finding that the tabloids feature more science news triggered by a foreign event, especially
online. As tabloids have been found to prioritize intimate and local stories, this finding is
surprising. The cause of the high level of foreign news is linked to an unusually high
proportion of online tabloid science news based on scientific journal articles: Almost half
of all online tabloid news articles were triggered by a journal article (44 %), whereas the
corresponding number was one third (33 %) in elite papers. This tabloid favoritism of
journal articles – traditionally considered to be incomprehensible technical material –is a
sign of a medialization effect.
A major dissimilarity was also found when looking at the journalistic origin of
science news. A high percentage of tabloid news, print and online, was recycled from other
news outlets or news agencies.
Collectively, the quantitative findings on the high prevalence of non-original material
and news triggered by scientific journal articles, especially online, supports the speculation
that tabloids are taking advantage of the boom in ready-made science news material online,
which is linked to the medialization processes.
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Table 2: Demography of popular and elite science news
Tabloid print

Elite print

Tabloid web

Elite web

n=number of science news stories

22

145

72

127

Average word count

267

608

408

484

Academic field
Natural sciences

1

5%

20

14%

4

6%

20

16%

Social sciences

2

9%

47

32%

18

25%

42

33%

Humanities

4

18%

37

26%

9

13%

33

26%

Health

12

55%

33

23%

39

54%

29

23%

Engineering

1

5%

3

2%

2

3%

2

2%

Science in general

0

0%

4

3%

0

0%

1

1%

Multiple fields

2

9%

1

1%

0

0%

0

0%

Total

22

100%

145

100%

72

100%

127 100%

Scientific

12

55%

69

47%

36

50%

54

43%

Nonscientific

10

45%

72

50%

35

49%

72

57%

4

3%

1

1%

1

1%

Trigger event

Nonscientific and scientific
Other
Total

22

100%

145

100%

72

100%

127 100%

Danish

11

50%

94

65%

42

58%

90

71%

Foreign

7

32%

46

32%

30

42%

32

25%

Danish and foreign

4

18%

5

3%

0

0%

5

4%

Total

22

100%

145

100%

72

100%

127 100%

Journal

3

25%

27

40%

16

44%

18

33%

Unpublished new research

3

25%

20

29%

11

31%

18

33%

Conference

0

0%

1

1%

0

0%

1

2%

Other scientific report or release

3

25%

10

15%

7

19%

12

22%

Other

3

25%

10

15%

2

6%

5

9%

Total

12

100%

68

100%

36

100%

54

100%

Geographical origin

Scientific trigger

Interview subjects
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Number of interview subjects

16

151

67

153

Number of interview subjects per article

0,7

1

1

1

0 sources

8

36%

40

28%

18

25%

14

11%

1 source

12

55%

65

45%

43

60%

77

61%

2 sources

2

9%

35

24%

9

13%

32

25%

More sources

0

0%

5

3%

2

3%

4

3%

Total

22

100%

145

100%

72

100%

127 100%

Danish

13

81%

126

83%

54

81%

129 84%

Foreign

3

19%

25

17%

13

19%

24

Total

16

100%

151

100%

67

100%

153 100%

Own research

11

50%

118

81%

21

29%

62

49%

Other media

6

27%

20

14%

33

46%

26

20%

News agency

4

18%

5

3%

17

24%

39

31%

Other

1

5%

2

1%

1

1%

0

0%

Total

22

100%

145

100%

72

100%

127 100%

Nationality of interview subjects
16%

Media origin

Chi-square tests of relationships between the dependent variables and the independent variables ”tabloid”
and ”elite” were significant at p<.05 or lower, except "Trigger event", "Scientific trigger", "Number of
sources”, and "Nationality of sources." The comparative, statistical analyses are unique to this study, while
the data has been presented in (Vestergaard & Nielsen, 2015).

Qualitative analysis
The qualitative analysis will supplement the quantitative findings and especially explore the
high frequency of foreign journal articles as news triggers in tabloids.
The analysis will follow conventional qualitative content analysis, as this allows for an
inductive and subjective interpretive approach (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Particularly, the

specific language style in news items is adapted to audiences and therefore reveals
underlying ontologies and editorial habits (Conboy, 2013). Traits such as the level of
readability, loaded vocabulary, presence of specific news values, strength markers and
the description of sources are frequently addressed in qualitative news analyses
(Conboy, 2013; Jensen & Jankowski, 1991). Regarding tabloids, they often feature more
emotional, sensationalistic, personal and colloquial language than elite papers, which is
coupled with the egalitarian stance of tabloids. The aim here is to use textual analysis to
compare the representation of scientific journals in order to reveal differentiated signs
of an egalitarian reporting in elite and tabloid science news.
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Methodology
For sampling, all print and online articles from the two tabloids BT and Ekstra Bladet that
were triggered by a scientific journal article were selected from the original quantitatively
examined corpus. For comparative purposes articles from the two most read quality papers
Jyllands-Posten and Politiken were also selected. Only original journalistic processed articles
were chosen and not articles quoted from news agencies and other media. As highlighted
above the print editions of tabloids contain less science news than elite papers so in order
to avoid elite bias in the sample, tabloid news triggered by a journal article but referenced
from a foreign media were also included. It is assumed that these translated articles will
have undergone independent journalistic processing. A total of 21 articles were analyzed
(see table 3). This sample size, although small, is within the normal range for qualitative
text analysis (Clarke & Braun, 2013).
Table 3: Articles included in the qualitative analysis
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Headline
Democracy’s law of nature
(Demokratiets naturlov)
Medication against glaucoma can alleviate baldness
(Medicin mod grøn stær kan afhjælpe skaldethed)
New contraceptive pills enhances the risk of blood clots
(Nye p-piller øger risiko for blodprop)
More tropical hurricanes to come
(Flere tropiske orkaner på vej)
Germans find formula for perfect day
(Tyskere finder formel på perfekt dag)
Super volcano threatened human existence
(Supervulkan truede menneskets eksistens)
Invisibility cloak has moved a little closer
(Usynlighedskappe er rykket lidt nærmere)
Spear occurred 500,000 years ago
(Spyd opstod for 500.000 år siden)
Meditation can be read in the brain afterwards
(Meditation kan aflæses i hjernen bagefter)
Old medicine for new treatments
(Gammel medicin til nye behandlinger)
Crete was inhabited early
(Kreta tidligt beboet)

Newspaper
Jyllands-Posten

Genre
Elite

Jyllands-Posten

Elite

Jyllands-Posten

Elite

Jyllands-Posten

Elite

Jyllands-Posten

Elite

Jyllands-Posten

Elite

Politiken

Elite

Politiken

Elite

Politiken

Elite

Politiken

Elite

Politiken

Elite
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

New technology: How to buy a library
(Ny teknik: Så køber man et bibliotek)
Danish researchers have mapped the DNA of the pig
(Danske forskere har kortlagt grisens DNA)
Waste of time: Check-ups can give false reassurance
(Spild af tid: Tjek kan give falsk tryghed)
You smell of fear
(Du lugter af frygt)
New hope for treatment of cancer spread
(Nyt håb om behandling af spredt kræft)
Coffee makes you more positive
(Kaffe gør dig mere positive)
Dirty daydreams trigger sex drive
(Frække dagdrømme giver sexlyst)
Hormones help married men walk the line
(Hormoner holder gifte mænd på måtten)
Computers can make you depressed
(Computeren kan gøre dig deprimeret)
Anyway, you can’t smell if she is ready
(Du kan alligevel ikke dufte, om hun er klar)

Politiken

Elite

Politiken.dk

Elite

BT

Tabloid

BT

Tabloid

BT.dk

Tabloid

BT.dk

Tabloid

Ekstrabladet.dk

Tabloid

Ekstrabladet.dk

Tabloid

Ekstrabladet.dk

Tabloid

Ekstrabladet.dk

Tabloid

After a preliminary reading of the articles the following thematic categories were chosen:
Readability (the level of informal versus formal language, and level of technical versus nontechnical language), journal presentation (tone and style surrounding the introduction of
the journal), presence of specific science news values (importance, surprise and usability
factor) as well as the presentation of scientific results (inclusion of method descriptions and
discussion of research findings).
Results
Regarding readability, elite articles contained more technical language such as “empirical
analysis” (1), “the active substance acetylsalicylic acid”, “repositioning”, “cancer mutation”
(10), “protein expression”, “hypothesis” and “molecular farmacology” (12), though specific
topics also generated technical language in the tabloids. For example, a story on a new
cancer treatment in bt.dk (16) included the words “anti matter” and “metastases”, whereas
a tabloid article on health checks included “medicamental prevention” and “asymptomatic
arteriosclerosis” (14). On the whole, however, the language was more informal in tabloids:
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“[t]heir erotic bottom line” (18), “[g]ive him a hug (or a quickie) before he’s off to the
Christmas party” (19), and “a shot of caffeine” (17).
This informal approach to science writing is not only a linguistic feature but seems to
represent a broader casual stance towards the scientific community. When analyzing the
presentation of journals, this predisposition becomes move evident. For example, in the
elite papers journals were often cited with an adjective such as “prestigious” (1), “highimpact-journal” (4) and “respectable scientific journal” (8), whereas such emphasis on the
respectability of the journal was only found once in the tabloids (16). In a few cases the
name of the journal was even missing in the tabloid article (15 and 17). An explanation
could be that tabloids simply do not quote high-ranking journals, but this is an interesting
editorial choice in itself. All things considered, this means that tabloids de-emphasis the
importance of the journal hierarchy and respectability. Researchers were also given shorter
quotes in tabloid articles instead of whole elaborative paragraphs in elite articles. In one
tabloid article, which presents a refutation of earlier claims that men can smell when
women are ovulating, the trustworthiness of scientists was directly questioned:
Online papers, multinational firms, dating sites and scientific journals spurt studies of all
kinds out in a steady stream […] This means that you can get confused about all the
mixed messages – especially when they contradict each other (21).

It is also worth noting that elite papers prioritize self-produced, original journalistic
coverage of new scientific results in print as opposed to online, whereas the opposite is
true for the tabloids. This could indicate that the tabloids treat news stories based on
journal articles as curiosities rather than giving them in-depth coverage in the print edition,
which strengthens the claim that tabloids attach low significance to scientific authorities.
Tabloids clearly prioritized surprise and usability over importance and included an
abundance of personal identifiable topics such as health checks (14), cancer treatments
(16), sex (18, 19 and 21) and everyday encounters such as, coffee (17) and computers (20).
Another indication for a high priority placed on the usability of news was the use of the
second person point of views in tabloids: “Coffee makes you more positive” (17, italic
added) and “[w]hen you are shopping in Netto […]” (18). Overall, elite papers seem to
prioritize in house journalistic resources to socio-economic important scientific findings,
whereas tabloid editors allocate manpower to usable, exciting and comprehensible science
stories. The qualitative reason for tabloids often citing journal articles online could
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therefore be that they have become a convenient source for curiosities and usable (health)
stories, which fulfill the entertainment and personalization ideology of tabloid culture.
Looking at the presentation of scientific results, the similarities between the two
genres re-emerge. The elite papers did include more in-depth descriptions of the scientific
methods (1, 2, 4, and 6), but the picture was blurred as many tabloid articles also included
brief methodological paragraphs. Discussions of the scientific results were limited in both
genres. Only two articles – one elite and one tabloid – presented opposite scientific views
(1 and 21). In all other articles – tabloid and elite – the results were presented without
further discussion. Study limitations were not mentioned in any of the articles. It proved
quite difficult to identify a fundamentally different approach to science in the tabloids,
although they do feature a more personalized and informal language style together with a
de-emphasizing of scientific authorities, which is interpreted as a more egalitarian science
coverage in line with traditional tabloid culture. Overall, the inclusion of more journal references in online tabloids does not point towards a high degree of awe for science, but
quite the opposite, it suggests that medialized journals provide tabloids with sensational
news that fits into preexisting agendas.
Conclusion and discussion
Based on the existing literature and the analyses carried out here, the empirical evidence
points toward an extensive and abundant coverage of science in the popular press.
The quantitative analysis showed that the origin of science news is similar in elite and
popular science news, meaning that the sources and trigger events are roughly identical.
Though, online popular news was more often triggered by a foreign event, such as a
journal article. Comparatively, the most obvious finding was that popular papers include
more health reporting. Popular science news was also more often referenced from another
media or news agency, which could be due to fewer resources allocated to science
journalism at popular papers. The intensified communication efforts by journals in
particular seem to affect the amount of popular science coverage more directly than elite
coverage.
Specific tabloid traits in science news become vivid in the qualitative analysis.
Tabloid wording is non-technical and informal. Stories are mostly selected based on
identification value, and scientific authorities are questioned. Science news is therefore
adapted to a tabloid audience, resulting in a more egalitarian coverage.
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Combined, the analyses show that the popular press seeks out science stories on the
same platforms as elite papers but then reports them in a unique tabloid style. Especially, a
push-effect caused by a medialized scientific community adapted to media preferences and
not a pull-effect from specialized science journalists is linked to the present-day high
percentage of science in popular papers.
These analyses were carried out in a small media market, but nonetheless explore
features of medialization not previously studied. The speculation that popular papers are
the most susceptible to a medialization of science is worth examining in other national
contexts.
Particularly, the analyses points towards two future research tracks. Firstly, in
empirical studies of medialization it is essential that the popular press is included, as this
study shows how certain tabloid features nurture the effects of medialization. Secondly, the
special informal tone and lack of awe towards scientific authorities in tabloids has not been
well examined as well as the effect on the large tabloid readerships.
As noted in the introduction, tabloids and the popular press have a democratic
function in giving a voice to the lower socio-economic classes of the public. Therefore,
disregarding the tabloids in empirical studies risks ignoring the alternative mediated public
sphere that is empowering the least educated segment of the public on scientific subjects.
The popular press is an unavoidable stakeholder in the mass media science communication
network and especially in times of medialization.
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Conclusions and perspectives: Where is
science news going?
Where does science news come from? The answer is a myriad of places. In 1999 science
news was predominantly triggered by national, scientific events and published in elite print
papers only assessable to the well-educated segments of the public. Today, science news is
omnipresent and has leaked into tabloids and online papers. Political events often have an
added scientific angle while the scientific community, through a plurality of journal articles,
is strongly represented in the news stream. National borders are also transcended and international sources and triggers attract the attention of the editors more frequently than in
1999.
This project empirically shows that the public sphere is saturated with science news,
and hereby confirms the thesis of a medialization of science. This development is attributed to the features of the World Wide Web and especially its ability to push medialized
science news content from the scientific community towards the media world.
These findings were stronger in the small media market of Denmark than in the UK,
perhaps due to an already existing intimacy between science, media, politics and the public,
however, other trends such as internationalization were more prevalent in the UK. A
medialization of science is present in most countries it seems, but the degree depends on
cultural settings.
The results of the current project suggest that the dominant moving force in
medialization processes may originate in the scientific domain of the ecosystem. At least it
seems push effects from scientific institutions are stronger than the pull effects from proactive journalists. The recycling of science news has increased significantly, and the use of
academic journals as sources likewise. These results were found both in a small and a large
media market. Undeniably, science coverage is more diverse than a decade ago, but this can
be attributed solely to the quantitative increase in available source-driven material.
Some study limitations should be noted here. First of all, the results have a low level
of generalizability due to the use of a consecutive week, which is, however, justified in the
research articles. Second, more intermediate weeks need to be added to transfer the
comparative results into a longitudinal study. Tracking Danish science news over decades
could expose hidden fluctuations not present here. Also, a major limitation is the absence
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of the influence of press releases. Many of the journals quoted were minor online journals,
which probably featured on services such as EurekAlert! and caught the journalists’ attention. It would require an in-depth qualitative analysis to track these hidden relationships
between PR services and science news content in the ecosystem. Structuring an opposite
study to follow the coverage of specific press releases is more straightforward but doesn’t
address the ecosystem perspective by mapping the overall influence of PR material on the
news stream. Though the project includes a comparison of a small and a large media market, there is still an overall focus on Danish science news, which similarly affects the degree
of generalization. However, the results presented here do not conflict with previous findings.
The myth of a crisis in science journalism can definitely be debunked from a contentperspective as this project confirms. However, especially in the UK and USA it is also apparent that science sections and specialized science staff are becoming a rarity. In Denmark, an ebb and flow in science sections is observed. Apparently, science journalists have
a hard time establishing a fundamental societal legitimacy for science reporting within the
journalistic domain. Instead, upgraded strategic investments in PR activities among
scientific institutions seem to secure rising visibility in the mass media. At least this seems
to be the explanation for the high level of science content when newspapers are apparently
allocating fewer resources to science journalism.
Medialization proponents make the case that the development is two-fold in the
sense that science is becoming medialized and the media more science oriented (Peters,
2012; Rödder, 2011), but I will argue it’s really a one-way process. The observed intensified
media coverage of science could stem from the simple fact that general journalists can pick
the “low hanging fruits” conveniently displayed online by science “salesmen”, and as a
consequence science journalism is slipping out of the hands of science journalists. This explains the perceived crisis among science journalists, even though science news is booming.
In order for science journalists to regain lost territory, perhaps a better understanding of
the reasons for the devaluation of science journalism as a specialized field is needed.
I have argued throughout this thesis that medialization and the increased coverage of
science news in media territories with less privileged readers such as popular papers is
enhancing the public engagement with science. However, exposure to science news alone
does not empower and enhance the democratization processes. Such a conception would
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concur to the deficit model. Unfortunately, this is where I see a conflict. For science news
to strengthen public engagement processes, media institutions and science journalists need
to abandon the deficit model and join the PES movement.
The problem is, that editors and science journalists sanction the influx of ready-made
science material because they still inherently believe that science journalism is about transmitting science messages accurately to the public. Hence, numerous sources have raised the
flag that the true crisis is not related to quantity but that critical science journalism is almost
non-existent (Elmer et al., 2008; Jensen, 2010; Nelkin, 1995; Rehman, 2013; Trench, 2009).
Instead, the majority of science journalism is source-driven, which results in uncritical
deliveries from science to the public through a passive media channel. In 1986 – in the
middle of a science news boom similar to present day developments – Bennett worried that
the preoccupation with facts and truth among science journalism was eroding both the
trust in science and journalists. He writes:
Yet most science writing focuses on the putative “facts” of science and scants the process.
The result is a disturbing overemphasis on the authority of science as a source of truth,
rather than on its revolutionary potential as a way of thinking. The scientist comes off as an
authority, and the validity of his work is justified by his standing, not the other way around
(Bennett, 1986).

Twenty years later and the status quo apparently is maintained – at least in elite papers. I
believe survival of science journalism as a specialized and respected field within journalism
in a time of medialization depends on acknowledging the PES mission of empowering the
public and democratizing science. “Miracle pages” are at the mercy of shifting editors’
preferences, but engaging and empowering science reporting is a societal necessity and
embedded in journalism ideology. The crisis in critical science journalism is, therefore, not
due to editorial cutbacks but due to an ontologically flawed model of science journalism.
Shifting to a PES perspective in science journalism would mean less heroism and
more questioning of motives and work practices among scientists. It would lead to a focus
on science in the making and backstage reporting, perhaps made possible through an
online open grapevine. Journals would be viewed as communication channels and not as
admirable truth alters. In all, a PES perspective in the editorial room might convince
science journalists that they are first and foremost journalists, serving the public, not the
scientist. Just as Gregory and Miller emphasized repeatedly in their well-cited work: “[t]he
last word will always go to the journalists, because science journalism is much more about
journalism than about science” (Gregory & Miller, 1998).
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This mismatch between science communication research and science journalism in practice
should be addressed in future research. How come science journalists are stuck in a translation and messenger paradigm, when not just scholars but also the scientific community is
driven towards engagement, for example through citizen science?
There are plenty of surveys of science journalists (Peters, 1999), but very little research that focuses on the production of science news itself (Hansen, 2009). I therefore
propose that the next step after the investigation of the origins of science news would be to
explore where science news is going. By this I mean shifting attention to the production
and distribution of science news by media institutions, rather than the content and influx
of news material discussed in this project and the majority of contemporary science
journalism studies. This of course implies acknowledging mass media as social, dynamic
actors.
In the introduction I made the point that science communication studies lag behind
media studies, and this also applies to the view on mass media. In recent media studies the
idea of mass media being channels has been abandoned in favor of a more constructive
approach where media messages are themselves affected by social factors and not least the
technological features of the media (Drotner et al., 2004). This perspective follows from
medium theory which claims that “the medium is the message” (McLuhan, 1962).
McLuhan’s work was based on the expansion and popularity of the TV medium in the
USA in the 1960s, but his ideas have since been modernized to include online media
(Meyrowitz, 2001). Fundamentally, the theory states that new technologies affect the message itself and consequently the effect on the audience, but that the medium should also be
analyzed in a cultural context. As the Internet is apparently changing science journalism,
medium theory could inspire new perspectives. Indeed, there are latent connections between online media, medium theory, PES, and medialization as medium theory embraces
the engagement perspective ingrained in modern media. Electronic media is “[e]ncouraging
participation, decentralization, and a flattening of hierarchies” (Meyrowitz, 2001). Both
Garvey’s work and Lewenstein’s web model touch on the importance of the media themselves as key players in the science communication network, but few empirical studies have
investigated these features.
The ecosystem of science news is expanding; strengthening existing entanglements
between stakeholders and domesticating new land just as envisioned in the web model, but
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science journalists are losing terrain. New online media have proven to be a steam train
aggressively connecting science news’ arid land to the web, but who is on the train and who
is controlling it? In order to secure a qualified, substantial and deliberative debate about
science in the public sphere, we need to academically board that train and understand the
inner workings of science journalism. This way we can enhance reporting on the essence of
science.
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